




Dr. MOTI LAL RASTOGI

ITIKARANA IN THE RK-PADAPATHA

Itikarana is a technical word useJ by Saunaka in his Rkprati-

sakhya
1 while explaining the method for knowing the final sounds of

words. It means the association of the word iti, which is, of course,

anarsa, i.e. different fr;m the word iti occurring in the Samhita itself,

and especially used by Sakalya in his Padapatha. This is the only word 8

used by the latter in his PP. Why he did so? The reason for this

addition is difficult to investigate. Its correct significance too is far

from clear. He is using the word in numerous and diverse cases, but

never providing any clue by way of explanation. One feels that he was

bound by certain conventions, as he could employ only two devices,

namely (tikarana and use of the avagraha for purposes of clarification.

Thus, naturally, each of the two, and specially the former, must have

been used to serve many purposes.

Abbreviations

APr Atharvaveda-Prati&akhya

AV Atharva-Veda

MM RPr Max Miiller's edition of Rk-Pratisakhya

MVG MacdonelPs Vedic Grammar

Nir Nirukta of Yaska

pan Panlnlya Astadhyayl

pp Pada-patha

Rp r Rk-Pratisakhya - Dr. Mangal Deva's edition

ftV Rg-Vcda

SP Samlnta-patha

SV Sama-Veda

Say -^ Sayat}a

^p r Taittiriya-Pratisakhya

ypr Vajasaneyi-Pratiiakhya

\. Prak canarsad ttikaratiat padantamstadyuktanmn^ RPr. I. 58.

2. Besides the use of the avagraha (a) sign.
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Let us now study the whole working of itikarana (i.e. where,

when and how it has been added in PP) which is pre-requisite for the

investigation of purposes it served.

1. Itikarana after the Pragrhya vowels l

(a) Long i, u\ e* are regularly pragrhya* in Samhitas*, when

standing at the end of words in dual. The Padakara has added ///

word 6 after them, and observed prakrtibhftva very strictly between the

two, e.g.

utl avasa uti iff / avasa (
1 . 1 85 9),

rodasl apa' rodasl Hi (1 .167.4),

bahu (ubhe) bahu iti (1.95.7),

te* teiti (1.61.8; 104.3),

tye* tyeiti (2.31.5; 8.2.42),

mahlmeasya
10 mahi / ime iti (9.97.54).

(b) As Prof. Macdonell 11 has pointed out, under the influence of

this nominal dual e, the verbal 12 dual e of the 2.3 present and perfect

1. This name implies that the vowel is subjugated to no further change, cp.

MMRPr. LXIX; RPr. 1.68-72; VPr. 1 93-98; APr, 1.75-82. MYG. p. 65,

f.n. 23; Pan I.i. 11-13, 16, 19, etc,

2. RV has very few simple pragrhya words ending in , and these too are rarely
followed by an ajadi word.

3. It is regularly uncontracted because it consists of a dual I. cp. MVG. 72 2.

4. RPr. 1.71; VPr. 1.93. APr. 1.75-6.

5. Bat not. when they are not in dual, e.g. prthivl (1.164 33); &ubhe (5-52.8);
rodasl (1.167.5) and tt (2.12.14) (for utya).

6. Except in a few cases.

7. In a few cases, on the other hand, contraction though not written in the
Samhita text, must be observed in recitation as required by the metre, e.g.
harliha (1.12K8a) must be read

I

har1ha\

8. It occurs innumerable time in RV in the accented (as well as enclitic) form,
but is recognised pragrhya only in 13 phces in PP.

9. Out of 32 occurrences, only in these two places PP adds /// after it.

10. But in few cases, contraction has, however, been written in the Samhita text,
e-g,

dhisnyeme~dInsnyeiti'imeiti(7J2.3). cp. MVG. p. 66, f.n. 9. & Say's expla-
nation.

- rodasl itijime iti (7.90.3). Fortunately, the Pad.ikara is very careful
to note such cases.

11. ibid. 72.2b.

12. For example, narnste (2 12.13), asate (2.41.5), asathe (5.62.5), bmvZte (3 54 7)
yunjathe apah (1.151.4), vaJiethe (1.180.9), etc.
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middle have come to be uncontractable. And we find the Padakara

appending iti after all those cases in his PP.

(c) The first two vowels, namely I and u regularly and e in few

cases are treated uncontractable, when they express the seventh case 1

(locative). Here, again, we find itikarana in PP, eg.

gauri* adh? gaurl iti (9.12.3),

camu sutam camu iti (8.76.10),

mene parame* mene iti (1.62.7).

The final i of other cases also occasionally remains unchanged,
8

but the Padakara has not appended iti in these cases, because the absence

of contraction in the cases is only occasional and not regular.

(d) Under the influence of locative tve (which is pragrhya}^
other pronominal

6 forms - asme, yusme are also always treated as un-

contractable in SP 7 and PP, e.g.

asme antar awne iti (1.24.7),

yusme id yusme iti (818.19).

The pronoun ami*, though never followed by a vowel in RV,
has also been treated as pragrhya in the Pada-text.

(e) The particle (aprkta) u has been written in its uncontracted

form in the Samhifd. except
9 the u when preceded by a consonant and

followed by a vowel. 10 The Padakara regards it pragrhya
11

always, hence

1. Cp. KPr. 1.72-3; APr. 1.74, Whitney 138d; MVG.7i.2b and MM. LXXIII.

2. But contracted in vedyasyam - vedi iti I asyam (2.3.4). cp. Whitney 138 g. &
Say.

3. Note astrlpadam- astrliti (AV. 6.27.3). RV in the corresponding mantra has

astryum (10.165.3).

4. It has not been noted by ^nunaka.

5. MVG. 71.2c. cp. also Wackernagel, 1. 270b, note.

6. RPr. 1. 73 & Pan. T.i. 12-13; cp. also VPr. 1.96-7; APr. 1.77-8 & TPr. IV. 9-10

for the similar treatment in PPs of other Sanihitas.

7. It is, however, doubtful whether tlvy were so treated ID the original text of

the RV. MVG. 7:.2c.cp. also Oldenberg 455, note.

8. It is in plural, cp. APr. 1.78; VPR. 1.98; TPr. IV. 12 & Pan. I.i. 12.

9. For instance avedvindra (1.28.1-4), trirvasvina (1.34,2), etc. The Pada-text is

very helpful in such places.

10. Cp. RPr. 2.56; VPr. 4.87; APr. 3.36 & TPr. 9 17.

11. RPr. 1.75; APr. 1.72-3; VPr. 1.95 & MVG. p. 65, note 13.
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addition of it! after it in PP is but natural. But it has been treated

in. a peculiar manner in PPs. It has been lengthened and nasalized,
1

e.g.,

imausu urn iti (1.26.5).

(fj As we have noted elsewhere the vocatives in V from the u -

stems, have been an exception to the rule in the Samhitas.* But their

Pada-texts,
8 have treated them uncontractable regularly. They add

iti after the word, in its natural form, i.e. the word regaining its

original final o sound, and observe prakrtibhdva very strictly between

the pragrhya vowel and the following i of iti, e.g.

nrtavisiro nrto iti
/ isirah (6.29.3),

vaya utaye* vayo iti / utaye (AV. 4.25.6).

For euphony in the second case cp. Pan. VIII. Hi. 19. Elision of the

semivowel v has given rise to the hiatus in SP. Sakalya has restored

the last sound, and read the word in its original form.

(g) The true character of final o is not clear before consonants in

SP. It may be representing a visarjaniya, as in agrego (9.86.45),

vasovdyo (10.26.6), vaibhiivaso (10.46.3), etc. The Padakara has not

added iti in such cases, and reads the words with the original visarja-

niya, instead of the resultant o. But he has added ///, whenever o is

original,
6

e.g.

adhvaryo dravaya adhvaryo iti (8 4.1 1),

pito madho* pita iti / madho iti (1.187,2),

(h) Still a group of cases in o is left. As they have been treated

uncontractable even in the written text, they must be different from

the preceding classes. O is representing most probably a combination

of a + particle t/
7

. But, surprisingly, the Padakara does not make
clear such combinations/ e.g

1. No satisfactory reason is readily apparent for it. See Whitney AFr. p. 381.

2. See my article 'Saunaka and the Abhlnihita Sarndhi in the Rgveda* published in

Indian Linguistics, vol. 18 & MVG. 67.

3. Except that of SV.

4. For other instances in AV, see 74.1, 4.31.4; 5.13.5, 6.68 1, etc.

5. Except when it stands ac the end of the first member of a compound, e.g.

$avist9 aye-go-istaye(%.15.\\). cp. RPr. 1.70& TPr. 4.2.

6. In the sense of 'food* 'nourishment', Grassmann translates it as 'Nahrung'.

7. Vide Say at 1. 38.6, 39.6, 104.2, 167.8; 6.6). 3; 7.34.12, etc.

8. That is to say he does not differentiate the original o from the resultant o

except when resulting from the visarjani^a after a.
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ath* indraya atho M (1,28.6),
o svindra 1

o iti (10.179.2),
dravino dadhana 1 - dravino hi (6.69.3;,

sapto adhi* sapto iti (8 28.5).

2. Itikarana after the compound words

Now we shall take up the compound words, where the itikarana is

mt so simple. He has usually analysed the compound words, showing
the first and the second member, employing avagraha sign (e) in between.
When they have pragrhya vowels, his work has been doubled, because

firstly, he has 10 show that the word is pragrhya, and secondly, it is a

compound which should be analysed according to usual rules of analysis.
Let us see how he analyses. He takes the word in the same manner, as

if it were a simple pragrhya word and adds iti. And after this iti, he

repeats* the word in its analysed form 5

, showing the original sound that

stuiids at the end of the first member, e.g.

(a) samcarantl '- samraranti* iti sam-caramj, (1.146.3),

duratyetu -

duratyetu in duH-atyeiu (7.65.3),

vrsanvasu vfsanvasil Iti vrsan -vasu :

(
1 . 1 1 1 . 1

) ,

dureante* dureante iti dure-ante (1.185.7; 3.54.7),

viskabhite 9 viskabhiteitivi-skabhite (6.70.1).

(b) If the word is ajadi (begins with a vowel), its initial letter is

combined with the final letter of /// (according to usual rules of euphony),
when the former is repeated after it in the Pada-text, e,g.

dbhlvrte abhlvrte ityabhi-vrte (6.70.4),

itauti
10

itauti itita-uti (10.31.7).

1. The word o as a pada itself occurs about 17 times in RV, but never before a

vowel.

2. But dravinodah - dravinah-dah (1.15.10)

. 3. Once an initial a has bsen absorbed by such a final o (AV. XX. 130.19). cp.

APr.80.

4. Cp. RPr. 10.16 & APr. IV. 117 & 123.

5. i.e. with the two members being seperated by avagraha.

6. Anusvara cannot stand before pause, according to ^akalya. It must change
into m.

7. Why not vrsan-vasii (the expected form) in PP ?
-

8. Is it a case of aluk compound ? or it results from originally mere juxta-posed
words ?

9. Restoring the original sound in the initial syllable of the second member if

changed in SP.

10. gh- here seems to be the original sound, that changes into h- in Classical

Sanskrit duh. cp. IE. *dheugh-
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(c) The Padakara has tried more usually to retain the Svmhiffi form

of the compound words before iti in his PP, but 1

occasionally introduced

a change for restoring the original sounds, e.g.

suyavasyu suyavasyu iti su-yavasyu (6.27.7),

rtftyini* rtayini ityrta-yini (10.5.3),

prthustj* prthusti iti prthu-sto (10.86.8)

(d) Tlie devata-dvandva compounds are never analysed in the Tada-

taxt. Whsn they have pragrhya words as their final member, iti is

appended to them with prnkrtibhava in PP, e.g.

indrftbrhaspati indrabrhavpati iri (4.49.5),

e*' satyanr e iti (7.49 3).

3. Itikarana after iva

The particle iva always forms a compound with the immediately

preceding word in PP. Sakalya has recognised it as the second member
in the compounds, and separated it from the r -st by avagraha. When
this iva form 3d compound with a pragrhya word, a difficulty might have

come before the Padakara. The compound must have iti in PP. But

where? Should he separate the two parts of the compound-word
5

-a thing unheard of elsewhere - and introduce the in' between them or

should he allow /// to lo^e its proper function, but still be retained at

the end of the compound, in order to call the attention to the pragrhya

quality of the first member of the latter? The second of these two

alternatives was adopted by all the Pada-texts,
6

i.e. iti is add, d only

after iva, and never interposed In bet.veen.

A pragrhya word has remiined pragr'iya even before this iva in

PP regardless of its nature 7
in SP. The sandhi has been observed

1. That is to say, the form before /// in PP is not al ways identical with that in
SP.

2. Note also Pada reading of abhivrte (6.70.4). rtavaso (8.101.5), abhistute (7.39.7),

durhano (13.155.3), etc.

3. Sakalya is probably suggest ing (in these cases) the original readings, which were
later on changed in the written tect as inftjsnced by various tendencies work-
ing at the time.

4. A case of simple /vai.fva CDTipou-id fornsd on ths analogy of devatadvandva

compounds. But it has bsan analysed in the AV-PP satyanrte iti satya-anrte
. (AV. 1.33.2). cp. APr, 4. 74.

5. Cp. APr. 1.82 & Whitney's note,

6. Cp. ibid.

7. The words having less than three syllables are usually taken as uncontractable
..before the following iva, even in SP. cp- RPr. 2.55.
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between iva and iti, and the compound is repeated after /// with
usual analysis, e.g.

upadhiva
1

upadhiivetyupadhi-iva (2,39.4),

dampativa* dampati iveti ddmpaii-iva (2.39.2),
brhatiiva* Irhati iveti Irhatl-iva (1.594).

4. Then we find some other compound cases, ending in pragrhya
vowel, which due to some reasons have not been analysed, but the iti

is seen after them in PP, e g.

jeny&vasu jenyavasti iti (7.74 3),

payasvati payasvati iti (2.3 6).

5. Iti after Riphita-visarjaniya

A visarjaniya takes various forms before various sounds in SP.
It changes into (a) sibilants before certain unvoiced plosives, (b) remains
visarjaniya before ethers, (c) transforms along with the preceding a
into o before the voiced sounds, and (d) some times it is dropped. If

the visarjaniya or the resultant sound theiefrom is representing the

original s (ariphita), Padakara does not add /// and reads the words
only with the visarjaniya. But. whenever the original r sound 4

is

represented by any other sound or dropped in SP, he has usually, res-
tored it and kept it with the appended /r/,

6

e.g.

(i) (a) ahasca ahariti / ca (6.9.1),

(b) savitah slokam savitariii (3.54.11),

punah* punaritl (I. 110.1),

(c) It is usually the ariphita-visarjanlya, that changes into o

along with the preceding a, before the voiced sounds. But in few cases,
under the influence of ariphita-visarjanlya, riphita-visarjanlya has also

1. The Padakara has given up in favour of this iva, the division which would
otherwise be made of the preceding compound, as upa-dh?, etc.

2. PP does not tolerate sandhi even with the following iva. cp. RPr. 2.55&
Kaika under Pan. I. i. 11.

Wackernagel suggests that here we have, probably, not contracted forms with
iva, but the dual z + va. the byform of iva. vide: 1. 270b, note.

3. No contraction in SP here, because of the metre.

4. But not when the riphita character is obvious in SP.

5. There he reads them with visarjaniya and without itikarana, e.g. prataragnim -

pratah (7.4KI).

6. At the end of the hemistich.
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been changed to o in SP of RV. And unfortunately Padakara has

missed them to note, e.g.

vyavo
1

vi / avah (1.113.13),

avoarcisa avah (1.157.1 & 7.75.1),

(d) avita ratham avitariti (1,129.10).

(ii) (a) If the last member of a compound word has the riphita->

vlsarjanlya Padakara adds ///and repeats the word with the analysis,

e.g.

pranetah* pranstarili pra-netah (2.28.3),
vidhatah vidhatariti vi-dhatah (10.167.3).

(b) But not, however, in the case of the former member, pos-
sessing the riphita-visarjanlya in SP. The Padakara has failed to show
it in his PP, as he gives only visarga before the avagraha, e.g.

antahpeyam* antah-peyam (10.107.9), etc.,
usauso usah-usah (10.8.6).

(iii) (a) Monosyllabic and bi-syllabic verbs at the end of a verse*
or hemistich, showing (riphita)-visarjaniya in SP, not only take ///'in
PP, but are also repeated after it. Before /// it shows repha and after
it visarjaniya> e.g.

avah - avarityaval? (1,113.4, 14; 3.5.1; 5.45 I), etc
dhuh dhuriti dhulf (3.38.3),
vah variti vah 1

(1.11 6.22) ,

I, Cp. vyavardevya - vi / avah i devi / a (8.9.16 & 7.75.1).
1
5 .\t3litESrZSS:

""My"^ " " "

5. Cp. antarvavat antah-vavat (1.40.7)
antaspatha -antah-pathah (5.52-10)

> within a verse
' verbs as wen

akah sasrjanah akarityakah (7 8 2)

r,t~^-"Y/mZ* (I 52 12;

*

12^ 2
' W'l*> 8-508 etc)bhah - bkSrlti bhah (1.128.2).

7. Cp t Apr. 141; AV. 3.13.3; 18.132.
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vah vantivah 1

(2.14.3; 5.32.1), etc.,

kch^
karitikah* (1.33.15; 61.11), etc.,

svasca* svariii svdh / ca (3.31.19).

(b) In a few places, even a tri-syllabic verb has been repeated
aftr iti, e.g.

adardah* adardarity adardah (10.67.7),
r'd hyeblrih* rathyebhiriti rathyebhih (1.157.6).

(iv) Anamolies

(a) There are a few cases in riphita-visarjaniya in SP, but the

Padakara, however, does not show repha.

savituh (1036.13),

pusco
1

puh I ca (1.189.2),
avah* avak (7.79.1; 2. 15.9),

(b) In few cases we do not expect repha, nor /// in PP, still we
have, e.g. prcnziar* - pranetariti pra-netah (7.41.3).

6. Ariphita-visarjaniya

In a few cases we find ariphiia-visarjcmiya. The Padakara has also

regarded it as such. But however, he adds in, and repeats the word 10

(in the analysed form, if it is a compound), e.g.

parhtjh pan / sta
11 mstoh (1.61.8),

pracetah
1 *

praceta iti pra-cetah (10*87.9).

1. It is a verb. Other vah is the pronominal enclitic.

2. Riphita is always svarifa whereas svas- is always udatta.

3. Cp. APr. 141; AV. 7.10.1. It is a verb.

4. But aflgah ajigariti (10.106.1).

avanvah a I avarivariti(\ 0.1 29.1).

5. Occurring in the same circumstances, i.e. at the end of the hemistich, thi
has been repeated in PP after iti on the analogy of the verb.

6. Cp. saviturdaivyaya (1.35.5) and saviturdva (1.35.6), etc.

7. Cp. purbhava puh j bhava (7.15-14) and purdevetra -puh (7.52.1), etc.

8. But avah avarityavah (7.79-1) (at the end of the hemistich),
9. We expected here only pra-netah.

10. Max Muller at RPr. LXXXVIII suggests that Pada-text puts /// to show
that the word is not riphita.

11. He drops the visarga before ///.

12. Cp. praceta rajan (1.24.14) where ariphita has been treated as riphita in
SP, but praceta rtajata ~~ pra-cetah (6.13.3). See Pan. VI. i. 128.
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7. We have noted five verbal forms - three ending in consonants

and two in a - occurring at the end of the 1st and 2nd hemistich.

Pada-text adds iti after them with usual sandhi and repeats the word, e.g.

gdha gdheti gdha (LI 58. 5),

vark vargid vark (10. 8.9),

han hanniti han (10,99.6; 5.294).

(8) (i) In a few cases a certain final sound has been dropped In

SP. Padakara has restored it and added iti, e g.

sami 1 sam j imitf (3.36.8).

(ii)
In a few cases, a cerebralised dental (medial) in SP has

been restored in PP; /// has been added and the word is repeated with

analysis :

pranapat pranapaditl pra-napat (8.17.13).

We have now seen the working of itikarana in the RV-PP, and

also examined the cases where he appended iti and where he did not.

Although it is now clear from the above consideration that the Padakara
had suggested atleast the following things by itikarana, yet further

investigations are required for concluding the purposes it served :

(a) Pragrhya words (where contraction should not be allowed)
which imply that the words have been used in certain fixed cases and

number.

(b) Rlphita character of the words.

(c) Original sounds (in case of cerebralization, etc ).

(d) Ariphita-vlsarjanlya in certain cases.

(e) Restoration of the dropped sounds.

(f) Tae v^rb il form occurs at the end of the hemistich.

1. The word im occurs 220 times in RV. Only 10 times m i\ dropped before
the consonants (voiced as well as unvoiced) in SP. Seven times it has betn
dropped in the IX Mandala alone, 2 times in the I and once in the III

Mandala. PP restores m with the addition of ///' in all these cases.
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Dr. J.A.B. VAN BUITENEN AND Dr. ROBERT
LESTER ON RAMANUJA

It is good that Van Buitenen's condensed English rendering of

Ramanuja's Gita-bhasya has been reprinted and a valuable treatise of

Ramanuja continues to be available to the students of Indian Philosophy
who have to depend upon Eiglish translations. The three translations

of the Veddrtha-samgraha and the monumental work of Thibaut on the

Srl-bhasya are precious acquisitions. Dr Satyavrata Singh's pains-

taking work on Vedanta Desika i* a very systematic monograph on the

great Vis'stadvaita- Acarya. Many minor books are also being brought
into focus for the study of the non-sanskritic students of Vedanta. An
adequate work on Ramanuja's commentary on the Glta has been a long-

standing need. 1 The present work by Van Buitenen is one in that

direction. While we should be grateful for what is given here - and
what is given is quite good - it needs to be said that an abstract however

comprehensive and conscientious cannot wholly satisfy. The principle
of selection may not cover the needs of a thorough-going student.

A sjmmary serves a useful purpose when the original in extenso is

available and not when it is to be used as a substitute. Van Buitenen is

not wholly convincing in his assumption that a complete translation is

either impossible or unnecessary. Ramanuja's style is very gracious to

the translator, as the author ought to know, and his translation of the

m,ich more difficult Vedarthasamgraha is a successful venture. Rama-
nuja's interpretation of the text of the Gita takes the sentence and not

the word as the unit of composition, In the explanation of the sentence

th3 words receive their explanation through their equivalents. But

complai: ts of this nature, for not having more than what is given, are

1. Sri Govindacharya's literal translation has completely ceased to be available.

Prof. M. Rangacharya's Hindu Philosophy of Conduct does contain the bulk
of Ramanuja's commentary but it cannot take the place of a translation.
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not much to the point. We are to consider what the author has given us

within the limits he has chosen to impose on himself, though the choice

and the principle of choice do not meet with our approval.

The learned author has given extensive and scholarly notes.

What is of greater value is his ample introduction. The introduction

covers a vast compass and abounds in interesting observations.

It deserves very special study. While for the Indian mind the

Gita represents Philosophy, Eternal wisdom, for the modern Western
scholar it is a document calling for historical investigation. The
learned author opts out for the latter mode of treatment. In other

words, what he attempts is not a philosophical understanding but an

Indological characterization of the Gita and Ramanuja's Bhasya thereon,
This is a revealing definition of standpoint (p. 29). A traditional adherent
of Ramartuja's Philosophy may sense the danger that an indological
treatment of his work might disclose grave errors. But luckily the
author arrives at the gratifying conclusion that modern schohrsh'p
couM never do better justice to the Gita than what is contained in
Raman uja's commentary (p. 39).

After noting the limitation of perspective and the commendatory
conclusion despite the limitation, we may pass on to the other interest-
ing remarks. We ar^ told that the Upamsads present a Monhtic Philo-
sophy while ths Gita upholds Theism. S fikara, it is pointed out, recap-
tures the metaphysics of theUpanisids, while Ramanuja reaffirms and
elaborates the Theism of the Cits. It is good that the fidelity of
Ramanuja's out look to th^Ci^h conceded, rather, asserted forcefullyYears ago, Hill, in his very informed and able writings on the Gun made
out the same point. This finding if viewed along with ThibantN conclu-
sion that Rananuja's commentary on the Brahma-sutras is nearer the
intention of the author than thru of S .nkara go.s a long way in esta-
b.ishing, even from modern standards, the authoritative character of

Ramanuja'svers^
of Vedanta. Only the C^/,,Age t relegated to

tins of'lnd rf't
1011 f amh rity d eS Vi Ience to ^ best tradi!

*ons_ofln^
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creatures. Much labour of scholastic argument is needed to establish that
the idea of creation contained in the discourse is not meant seriously,
that Brahman is not creative in a genuine sense and that the embodiment
of the individual self is a pure fiction, set up by the deceptive agency of
Avidya, which AvidyS creative of individuality, has itself to be ascribed
to the pare Brahman eventually. Countless exegetical difficulties have
to be overcome before tat tvam asi can be accorded a plain Advatic
meaning. Similar is the situation with regard to Yajnavalkya's dis-

courses. Yajnavalkya's discourse to Uddaiaka called the Antaryfimi-
brahmana is the basic authority for Ramanuja's conception of kanra-
sariri-bh'dva between the universe and Brahman. His discourse to Gargl
speaking of the 'Imperishable' is plainly iheistic in that it presents the
eternal principle through whose command the universe in its totality is

said to stand sustained. In the discourse addressed to Janaka called the
Jyotir-brahmana there is a reminiscence of the theistic dahara-vidyZ of

Chandogya, and the teacher concludes with a rapturous proclamation of
Brahman's cosmic glory. To take complacently that the Upanisads
represent the Monistic point of view is, to say the least, an uncritical

capitulation to a partisan dogma. Much more reflection on the

Upaiisads is necessary than is displayed in this easy identification of
their import. The point is not that the Upanisads are not Advaitic.
Rather a scholar with the abundant resources of modern scholarship has
no reasons to admit so easily that they are. The facile allocation of the

Upanisads to Advaita and the Gita to Visistadvaita does violence to the
traditional belief in their unity of import and also does not substantiate
such an understanding of upanishadic thought with the requisite critical

consideration. Dr. Van Buitenen falls a victim to the beauty of the
scheme of his invention that the movement of thought from the Upanisads
to the Glta is reproduced in greater elaborateness in the evolution of
Indian Philosophy from Advaita to Visistadvaita. It is also to be noted
that there is nothing corresponding to the hostility of Visistadvaita to

Advaita in the attitude of the Glta towards the Upanisads.

Dr. Buitenen recognizes Ramanuja's indebtedness to Yamuna's
Gitartha-samgrah, which Ramanuja himself seems to acknowledge with
utmost humility in his invocatory verses. But he doubts whether the
elaboration of the clues contained in Yamuna's work in the extensive
treatise of Ramanuja is altogether an authentic reading of Yamuna's
thought on some points which he specifies. That is raising an unanswe-
rable question. We have no idea of Yamuna's thoughts on those points
except as conveyed by Ramanuja and his interpreter Vedanta Desika. In
the absence of a definitely contrary possibility of interpretation, questions
of this nature serve no purpose. Seeing that wherever Yamuna's inten-
tions are clear in the Gltartha-samgraha, they have been splendidly
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developed by Ramanuja, we have to presume that where Yamuna is

not so clear, he has been rendered aright by Ramanuja. Considering

the extent of agreement, a little uncertainty with regard to two or

three places does not make enough difference to require special mention.

Moreover, Vedanta Deslka in his commentaries on both Gitfirtha-sain-

graha and Gita-bhasya demonstrates fully the links, even where they

are not obvious.

Van Buitenen thinks that in a number of places Ramanuja's inter-

pretation of the text can be questioned as 'forced explanations which

overstress a not impossible and often improbable sense of a passage'.

From page 28 to page 38, there is a consideration of such exegeses.

Almost every one of the interpretations is defended and explained by
Vedanta Desika both from the point of view of language and the struc-

tural coherence of the Glta. If a certain interpretation, seemingly odd,
renders the passage in questson coherent and meaningful and other

possibilities will result in attributing incoherence to the original, it

seems to be fair logic to accept it. Such validation of Ramanuja's
explanations is accomplished in Vedanta Desika's gloss. It does not

appear that Van Buitenen has made adequate use of the Taiparya-
candrika.

What is of greater force is the number of difficulties that he en-
counters in understanding Ramanuja's doctrine of karma and jndna as

put forward in the course of the first six chapters of the Bhasya. This
is admittedly a complex problem but a careful scrutiny of Ramanuja's
clarifications does render his conclusion clear and unambiguous, All that
can be said is that the synthesis of karma and jnGna is progressively
worked out in the Glta itself and each context wherein it is brought in
adds some new idea and the interpretation of Ramanuja follows the ir-xt

developing the theory in corresponding progressiveness. The tempta-
tion to take developing account as a statement of conflicting ideas must
be avoided. The total view emerging at the end is a rounded whole and
Dr. Buitenen does not see any self-contradiction in it.

There are some minor oddities in Dr. Van Buitencn's attitude
towards Ramanuja and in his translation. We can cite two I* is
repeatedly asserted that Ramanuja was a priest in the temple at'srirm-
gam. Ramanuja was a saint and not a priest. He interested himself
in the worship of deity at Srirangam. But he was himself never a priest
at the temple. There is no shred of evince to the contrary hTlhe
translation of a passage of the commentary dealing with the last verseof the ninth chapter. Ramanuja introduces a description of the phys cd
beauty of the deity. Therein the express.cn utorapiwacaiurtek* occur!
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It has been translated by Buitenen, in the following words: 'Whose
four arms are bulky as bellies' (p.23). This is the most astounding
rendering one can imagine. Why is udara read as udara and why the
'arms being bulky as bellies' does not strike the translator as the absur-
dest of absurd similies

'

There is one startling contention in the introduction. It could
have been brushed aside but for the fact that it is shared by many recent
Western writers on Visistadvaita. It concerns the doctrine of prapatti.
The learned author opines that cwe miss in this brief exposition of

Ramanuja's views, that mystic doctrine which has grown so important
in later Visistadvaita, the doctrine of prapattV .

The doctrine of prapatti is manifestly a very important one and
if it is proved to be absent in Ramaauja's writings, that would indeed
be a revolutionary finding.

Let us clear the ground for discussing the issue. It is undoubtedly
a fact that in Sri-bhasya> Vedanha-samgraha and Gita-bhasya Ramanuja
propounds the pathway of bhakti as leading to the final goal of salva-
tion. But in all the three works prapatti also receives an emphatic
affirmation. It is laid down in several places in the Vedartha-sanigraha
and the Gita-bhasya. In the Sri-bhasya it finds prominent mention
only in one important section (1.4.1). The problem is one of reconci-
liation. How can both bhakti and prapatti be exalted as the means
for the attainment of God? Tradition has interpreted the position
harmoniously and it holds bhakti to be the principal means and prapatti
to be instrumental to the emergence of bhakti. So far the position is

quite comprehensible.

The trouble starts with the conception that prapatti can itself be
a complete, self-sufficient and direct means to moksa. Does Ramanuja
maintain this possibility? The answer is an emphatic affiirmation if

we accept the authoritativeness of the Gadya-traya as a genuine compo-
sition of Ramanuja. But Van Buitenen chooses to doubt the genuine-
ness of the three-fold prayer. He says, "Ramanuja's authorship of

theGadyas is not really established" (p. 127). Tradition is decisive on
their authoritativeness. There are three old commentaries on the

Saranftgati-gadya, those by Peria Vaccan Pillai, 'Sudarsana Suri and
Vedanta Desika. Vedanta Desika mentions an older commentary by
Visnucitta. These are eminent exponents of Ramanuja and to discard
their authority one needs the strongest reasons. Writers on Visistadvaita

in greater temporal proximity to Ramanuja very clearly advocate the

principle of independent prapatti, which is worked out in the Gadyas.
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Yamuna in his Stotraratna, Kuresa in his Pancastava and Parasara

Bhatta in his Rangarajastava, Bhagavadgunadarpana and Astasloki, assert

the doctrine of prapatti propounded in the Gadyas. This very concor-

dance with the works of his predecessor and immediate disciples can

establish Ramanuja's authorship of Gadyas.. There can be only two

grounds for doubting Ramanuja's authorship of short texts in question :

(a) They propound tenets not found in the Bhasyas and Vedariha-sam-

graha, (b) They assign to prapatti a supremacy not so assigned in the

major treatises. The first ground assumes that the new treatises of an

author must repeat the contents of the older ones. What if the new
treatises are composed to set forth new thoughts beyond those of the

older ones ? This apurvata is a mark of authority according to Mimamsa
principles of interpretation. The new exposition may be an advance

and expansion of the basis of thought presented in earlier works.

Unless a real contradiction and not mereiy novelty is discerned, we
cannot logically suspect the authenticity of the new works. The second

ground is clearly fallacious. "Prapatti in the supreme sense is not

taught by Ramanuja and hence the Gadyas which teach it so are spu-

rious; since the Gadyas are supurious Rarr.anuja does not teach prapani
as the supreme means of salvation." The vicious circle is obvious.

Neither Van Buitenen nor Lester in his monograph on the subject,
have succeeded in proving that the Gadyas contnin material inconsistent

with the thesis of the earlier interpretative writing of Ramanuja. That

they propound ideas that go beyond the restricted earlier statements is,

according to the criterion of ar.urvata indicative of their genuineness.
The Gadyas proclaim doctrines not contained in the Bhasyas but not

conflicting with them. They are a substantial addition to and com-
pletion of the theory of sadhana introduced in the earlier treatises.

One wonders why scholars, otherwise so competent, entertain doubts of
this nature with no grounds whatever. Dogmatic scepticism is no healty
trend.

Older Vis'stadvaitins of all sects have examined the situation

carefully and have offered illuminating explanations. Vedanta Dcsika's
Niksepa-raksa is wholly devoted to solving the problem in question.
The main line of solution can be stated briefly. Prapaiti or saranagati
is an omnipotent means of securing all objectives. It can be resorted
to for gaining mundane ends also. It can be efficacious in bringing
about spiritual enlightenment. It can be instrumental in removing the
obstacles to bhakti. It can also be exclusively relied upon for achiev-
ing final liberation. It can accomplish all this and every thing else
if it is addressed to the supreme being and is perfected in itself by ful-
filling all the requirements of ideal prapatti. This universal efficacy is

proclaimed in the Sctstras every where not excluding the Upanisads.
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The Gita is full of the preaching of prapatti in general. But the prapatti

specifically adopted in the Gits, is for purposes of attaining and perfect-

ing Bhakti-yoga. Ramanuja's Bhasya thereon conforms to this deter-

minate direction of prapatti. In the Gadyas, Ramanuja teaches and

also practises prapatti for achieving moksa itself, not doing away with

bhakti altogether but praying for it as a part of the end and not as a

means. The means is prapatti exclusively and it is all-sufficient. While

the Gits prescribes prapatti as instrumental to bhakti which in the text

is adopted as the principal means, in the Gadyas, prapatti is taken as

the principal means and bhakti in its non-instrumental sense gets absor-

bed into the substance of moksa prayed for. There is certainly a need

to explain how both bhakti and prapatti can be regarded as the pathways

to moksa in the system. The explanation is to be found in the classi-

fication 'of the aspirants to moksa into
_

two types. Prapatti is for the

aspirant not qualified according to the Sastras to practise bhakti of the

prescribed type, not patient enough to wait for the maturation of bhakti

and not confident of his comprehension and successful cultivation of

bhakti. The classification is an old one and a technical formulation of

it comes from Parasara Bhatta. While this traditional stand is clear

and convincingly coherent, the scepticism sponsored has to support itself

on supplementary suspicions.

It is a matter for real satisfaction that Dr. Van Buitenen with-

draws his suspicion regarding Ramanuja's authorship of the Gadyas m

his later study of Vedartha-samgraha. But his scepticism has entered

the speculation of others working on Ramanuja. One notable writer

in this direction is Dr. Robert Lester, who in his laboured paper on

Ramanuja and Sri Vaishnavism: The Concept of prapatti or saranagan

maintains the thesis that prapatti as the principal means_of
release is

not taught by Ramanuja. The only work ascribed to Ramanuja where-

in this doctrine is put forward is Gadya-traya, more particularly Saraifa-

- sati-zadya and Dr. Lester builds up a case for rejecting Ramanuja s

futhorship of the work. What is merely a suspicion on the part of

Dr Buitenen grows into a definite theory in the hands of Dr. Lester.

Bukenen's withdrawal of the suspicion in his later work, we are advised,

is not to be taken seriously. This is a pretty interesting situation.

Let us examine Dr. Lester's argument. His paper contains the

tmS and
Gita-b^a

provide

for prapatti as something instrumental and subordinate to bhakti and in

these major works bhakti is presented as the means <orelease
.

Comment: This is a wholly acceptable proposition and ,s admitted by

tradition.
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2. The Saranagati-gadya contains the advocacy of prapatti as

the principal means.

Comment : This is the admitted position of the Ramanujite tradition.

3. The Saranagati-gadya is not a work of Ramanuja for the

following reasons :

a) It gives a position to Sri which is not accorded to her in the

major works of Ramanuja.

b) It introduces the formula of parabhakti-parajnana-parama-
bhakti not found in the major writings.

c) It interprets moksa as the service (kainkaryd) of God while

the other works speak of it as merely the anubhava or direct experience
of Brahman.

Comment : These grounds simply show that the Gadya does not repeat
or cancel but goes beyond the other works. The Gadya
expands and develops the relevant affirmations of the major
works. This is not a case of (badha] stultification but of

(vikftsa] expansion.

d) The Saranagati-gadya uses the carama-slcka of the Gita as its

grand conclusion. If we understand the sloka here as interpreted by
Ramanuja in the Gita-bhasya, there will bean inevitable contradiction,
for, while the Gadya takes prapatti as the direct and principal means of
release, the interpretation of the text of the Glta in the Gita-bhtisya
sees in it prapatti, which is only a mediate means instrumental to

prapatti.

Cemment: We are not to interpret the verse of the Gita (18.66) as

incorporated in the Gadya as it has been interpreted in the GitS-bftfsya.
In fact the Gadya embodies the third mode of interpreting the verse in
addition to the two modes given in the Gits-bhasya, and that in favour of
prapatti as the principal means. This third mode of interpretation is

practically stated in extenso in the Lord's reply in the Gaetva. While the
two interpretations given in the Gitjf-bhasya go well with bhakti-yoga.
which is the central teaching of the Gita according to both Yamuna and
Ramanuja, the verse in itself is capable of bearing a third meaning also
relevant to pare prapatti and it is that meaning that it bears in the
Gadya. The three interpretations are not conflicting. They are varia-
tions on the same theme that prapatti can accomplish everything. On
the first interpretation it is an aspect of bhakti. On the second it des-
troys the impediments to the emergence of bhakti. On the third inter-
pretation embodied in the Gadya, it destroys the impediments to release.
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Thus the Gadya constitutes an advance over the Gita-bhasya. That the

third interpretation is not a fabrication by later Snvaisnavas but an

integral part of the Ramanujite understanding of the all-important verse

of the Glta is evidenced by the fact that it is actually formulated, almost

in the words of the Gadya, by a contemporary disciple of Ramanuja,

namely Parasara Bhatta in his classical Asta-sloki.

The conclusion is irresistable that the Saranagati-gadya is a genuine

work of Ramanuja in which he speaks out his self-surrender to the

supreme Diety. The establishment of this point at once eliminates the

conjecture that Ramanuja did not propound saranagati as a principal

means to moksa.

On the whole the re-printing of this work is a valuable service to

the students of Visistadvaita. With the best of motives it may be added

after all due appreciation, that the modern Indolcgical workers on

Indian Philosophy will be well-advised not to reject any traditional stand

on paltry grounds. Dogmatic scepticism and adventurous conjectures

are wings too feeble to support the flights contemplated.





Dr. J. CHENNA REDDY

VIRASAIVISM AS EVOLVED FROM SAIVASIDDHANTA*

Saivism is a most ancient religious cult in India. It can be traced

to Rgveda and the archaeological findings atHarappaand Mohenjo-Daro

reveal that worship of Siva in the form of Linga existed even in those

days - long before the Aryans made the entire stretch of land between

the Mountain ranges of Vindhyas in the South and the Great Himalayas

in the north - their permanent home and spread their culture throughout

India. Lately different systems of Saivism like Pasupata, Kalamukha,

PiatyabhijHa or Spanda of Kashmir, Saivasiddhanta of South India and

lastly Virasaivism flourished in different parts of India and during

different times though some of them coexisted at one or different parts of

India.

A close study revealed that independent existance of different

systems of Saivism in India could not be maintained any longer and that

there was a quick process of assimilation of such systems that came in

contact with South Indian cultures into one system that came to be

known later as Virasaivism. This happened during the twelfth century

A 0. We can gather enough evidence to prove that Virasaivism was

organised by a virile, revolutionary body of dissident members of Saiva-

siddhanta order as a protest against the rigours of caste system, and the

meaningless and laborious ritual which the parent body viewed with

g -eat reverence. As it is the case with all other new orders of religious

upheaval, Virasaivism also mustered a great following in a very short

t me and it spread like wild fire to all parts of Karnatak, as well as

SDUth-western Maharashtra. In this process, the Kalamukha and the

Pasupata systems which had a large following in those areas merged

themselves into one body, i.e. Virasaivism. We shall now examine how

Virasaivism is a rclieious organisation evolvrd out of Saiva^dhanta^

*A'paper^ad"in'the' AlMndia Or'iwui Conference, Twentyfifth (Silver Jubilee)

Session at Jadavpur University, Culcutta, on 31-10-1969.
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The evolution is not like a metamorphosis. A majority of the

features of Saivasiddhanta are there in VIrasaivism and they can be

glaringly traced out during the period of transition. The term vira has

a great significance. That does not merely mean valour shown in right-

ing an enemy. Bhakti in Lord Siva is the common current that passes

through Saivasiddhanta as well as VIrasaivism. To establish one's own
bkakti to Lord Siva in unequivocal terms, the bhakta willingly sacrifices

any precious thing of his. That is what is meant by the term vira. The

viratvaor the valour lies in the quality of one's own readiness to sacrifice

to any extent for the sake of proving his devoutness to Siva.

The Periapuranam written by Sekkilar in Tamil narrates the lives

of 63 such virabhaktas who are known by a collective name Nayanmars.
In addition to Sundaramurn" or Nambi Ariir of Tiruvaroor, Tirujnana-
sambandar of Sirgali, and Vagisa or Tirunavukkarasu popularly known
as Appar also of Tiruvaroor, who enriched or enlivened the Saivism by
their musical compositions called tevarams sung in praise of Lord Siva,

many other devotees who have shown the spirit of sacrifice in varying
degrees are among the Nayanmars. I shall mention the names of a few
such Nayanmars hereunder who have influenced the growth of VIra-
saivism by their spirit of sacrifice.

1 . lyalpaha Nayanmar : When Lord Siva appears before him in
the disguise of an ordinary guest and desired to have his wife for him,
he readily accepted and fought with those who tried to prevent him from
fulfilling his promise.

2. Kannappa Nayanmar or Tinnadu of Udumur: He plucked his
eyeballs and tried to fix them in the void of Linga's sockets thinking
that they are really got damaged by some disease.

3. Arivattaya Nayanmar: He determined to kill himself by
cutting his throat for the sin he believed to have committed in failing to
supply a particular variety of food (Mango chips) to Lord Siva at the
appointed time.

4 Nandanar Nayanmar: He entered bon-fire to purify himself
before he entered the temple of Lord Nataraja at Chidambaram.

tn T

S

'A^civara Nlyanmar : He was offering a potful of fresh milkto Lord Siva every day. His father could not tolerate this act of hi,son , wasting the pure milk. In anger he kicked the mi Lpot one day
S n^^ hiS f0lly ' But the S0n ^ew angr over

y his f"her " sl him
"
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6. Cirtonda Nayanmar : The story of this Nayanmar who offered

the flesh of his own son to Lord Siva as food is very famous.

7. Kalikamba Nayanmar : He killed his own wife for trying to

differentiate one bhakta from another, i.e. for reminding her husband

the fact that the bhakta on whom her husband was attending was their

own servant once, and hence, tried to dissuade him from showing

respect to a Jangama.

8. Ganambulla Nayanmar : He was doing dlparadhana-kaihkarya

to Lord Siva every day spending his meagre income earned by selling

grass or fodder. One day when his fodder was not sold in the market

he oiled his hair and Lt them to serve as light to Lord Siva.

In addition to the above there are innumerable Instances where

devotees of Lord Siva have shown the spirit of sacrifice (viratvd) as

narrated in the Periapurana. The Virasaivism later accepted all of them

to belong to their order and called them by a collective name Turatanar

or Adyar'. It shows clearly that the sponsors of Virasaivism have not

discarded with Saivasiddhanta but only tried to reform that order or

moderate it to suit the needs of the day.

The Saivasiddhanta could not attract all classes of devotees as it

observed the distinctions of class and community even while performing

puja in a temple. Only those who wore sacred thread were allowed to

enter a temple and not all. The story of Nandanar reveals the fact that

even Lord Siva himself respected that order of the day. He had to

intervene and advise Nandanar on one side to purify himself by entering

a bon-ffre, and on the other, the Diksitas of Chidambaram to create

facilities for such an act. Siva also did not order the Diksitas to allow

Nandanar outright into his temple. But the same Lord Siva in the case

of Naminanda acted boldly in advising him not to bother about the

supposed pollution he got through mingling himself with all communities

of people at a festival of Phalguniin Tirumanali. So the untouchability

and the observance of pollution and other types of sutakas (asaucas] in

the society observed by the communities wearing a sacred thread have

stood in the way of spreading Saivism quickly among masses.

The impatient society had to wait till the birth of Basavesvara

who could redeem the bhaktas from these evih of society. He took

advantage of his exalted and powerful position as Chief Minister, the

Chief of Exchequer and the Commander-in Chief of the armies of

Bijjala, the King of Kalyani, the capital of western Calukyas during the

latter half of the twelfth century. Basavesvara announced a new order
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in the religion of the day and invited all people equally to that order

without showing any distinction from person to person in the name of

lowborn and high born. Immediately the so-called low community-
born people thronged round him and got good training in preaching the

precepts of new order. Many of them became writers in and exponents
of the high order of philosophy - their writings being mainly in the form

of vacanas.
*

a blank verse'. These vacanas are on a par with Upanisads

among VIrasaivas.

Some of the great contemporaries of Basavesvara enumerated
here belonged to the communities supposed to have been reckoned low

and all of them have contributed to Vacana-sahitya.

1 . Siddaramesvara - a Gauda.

2. Madivala Macidevayya - a washerman.
3. Molige Marayya - a ksatriya (doubtful).
4 Nulia Cedayya - a seller of fodder and fuel.

5. Kinnari Brahmayya - a goldsmith.
6. Sivanagumayya - a harijan (adi-andhro).
7. Arnbigara Caudayya - a ferryman.
8. Havinahala Kallayya - a goldsmith. _

9. Urilinga Deva and
|
described by Sri Halak^tti as belonging

10. Urilinga Peddi } to the community of untouchables

11. Varadani Guddavva a woman belonging to a goldsmith com-

munity - a learned propagandist and

fought a battle successfully at Alam-

puram in Kurnool District to save

Virasaivism from destruction.

12. Dohara Kakkayya - an untouchable (harijan).
13. Medara Ketayya or Devayya - a tutty-maker.
14. Ganada Kannappa - a fisherman,

There are many others who command much respect from top men
of the day both political as well as religious.

The following are some of the notable points in the order of
Virasaivism as a result of its being evolved out of SaivasiddLanta.

L A sanyasin belongs to the highest order in the four Asramas. But
in Virasaivism - a bhakta - Jangama - belongs to the highest order in

demanding respect.

2. Though Virasaivism is having six classes as I) samanya,
2) visesa, 3) nirabhara, 4) parama, 5) akhcndi and 6) andcli
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they are quite different from the castes as recognised in Saivasiddhanta.

One individual can belong to all the above classes by virtue of his

attainments.

3. There is no observence of five types of siltakas (pollutions)

among VIrasaivites as followers of Saivasiddhanta have. They are

pertaining to (1) community (jcltij (untouchability), (2) birth (janana),

jatasauca, (3) uchista - food touched or seen by untouchables, (4) rajas-

asauca attached to woman at monthly courses, and (5) marana - death

(jnrtasauca),

4. VIrasaivites will not accept all the soniskaras of other order.

They have discarded with samskaras like vpanayana, i.e. wearing a

sacred thread.

5. Men and women are equals in all activities - secular or religious;

remarriage even for women is allowed.

6 VIrLsaivites look with disfovour the worship of the deity in a

temple. They worship only a Sivabhakta - a Jangama whom they treat

as equal to Siva himself.

7. They have evolved a separate philosophy for them. The obtain-

ing of salvation is through six stages called sihalas -
(J) Bhakta-sthala,

(2) Mahesvara-sthala, (3) Prasadi-sihala, (4) Pranalingi-sthala,

(5) Sarana-sthala and (6) Aikya-sthala.

8. They believe in past births (purva-janmaj but not in rebirth

(punar-janma) as & bhakta once ordained into the order of saranas

becomes one with Siva automatically. Hence no rebirth.

Intercommunal marriages became a common feature, for all the

VIrasaivites after they wore a Unga on their body belonged to one com-

munity. A famous at the same time a fateful marriage is that of the

d-tughter of a brahmin convert Madhuvayya given in marriage to the son

ofaharijan convert Haralayya. VIrasaivites will not worship or give

importance to fire fAgni) even in the marriage ceremonies. They place

Linga in the place of Agni.

So the foregoing observations prove that Virasaivism is only
evolved out of Saivasiddhanta with some modifications to suit the social

order of the day.





SRI N. SUBRAMANIA SASTRI

SRI SA&KARACARYA'S LIFE IN THE LIGHT OF
VYASACALA'S SANKARAVIJAYAM

Sri Safikaracarya, the expounder of the Advaita Philosophy,

occupies a unique place in the spiritual and intellectual world. His

teachings are recorded in his own commentaries on the Brahma-sutrfts,

the ten principal Upanisads* the Bhagavadgiffi and other minor works;

but there is no contemporary record giving a correct and historical

account of his external life. Of course, there are many works which

narrate the life story of Sahkara, but these works, written centuries after

him, appear to be mostly based on traditions which sometimes come
into conflict with historical facts. To get a reasonably correct life-sketch

of Sankara, it is necessary to examine these works critically and pick
out incidents which are supported by general agreement or strong

traditions or an element of probability and then arrange them in

chronological order.

The publication of Vyasacala's Sankaravijayam (VSV) by the

Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras has brought to light

a comparatively ancient and reliable work on the subject. The high

tribute paid to it,
1 and the verbatim reproduction of many verses from

it by Madhava* bear testimony to the authenticity and antiquity of this

work. There is an element of probability in the incidents narrated by

Vyasacala and their chronological order appeals to reason. Therefore,

Vyasacala can be relied upon for drawing briefly the main outline of

1. net a yatrollasati bhagavatpadasamjno mahetah

Santir yatra prakacati rasah Sesavan ujvaladyaih /

yatravidyaksatir apt phalam tasya kavyasya karta

dhanyo vyasacalakavivarah tatkrtijnat ca dhanyah\\

Madhava's Sahkaravijayam (MSV), I. 17.

2. Even a casual reader can discover these verses. I have pointed out somt of

them in the foot notes later on.
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Sankara's life. My attempt in this essay is to draw a brief life-sketch of

Sankara basing my conclusions mainly on Vyasacala and pointing out,

wherever necessary, additional information obtained from strong tradi-

tions and later works which can well fit into the general framework of

Vyasacala.

Sri Sankara was the son of a pious brahmin Sivaguru by name
He was a native of Kaladi,

8 a small village near the Purna River

(Alwaye river) in Kerala State. Sivaguru's wife, Aryamba or Sati, was
a virtuous woman ever devoted to her husband. The couple had all that

one would desire except a child. They worshipped Siva with sincere

devotion and prayed for a child. The prayer was granted and Sankara

was born.* The father did not live long to see the greatness of the c i

ild

but died when the child was only three^ years old.
5 The mother brought

up the child with care and affection. S-mkara showed his extraordinary

genius and divine qualities even in his childhood. The mother got

his upanayana performed in the fifth year
6 and h? mastered all the

Vedas within a short period of four years. Now the alT^ctionat*

mother became eager to see her eight year old son get married but the

boy highly learned, begged her permission to renounce the world. The
widowed mother could not grant this request of her only son easily.

She tried her best to persuade the boy to marry and lead the life of a

grhastha, but she had to yield in the end. T With a request that Sankara

should come to her at the time of her death and he alone should per-
form her funeral rites,* she permitted him to take up sanyasa,

3. kalatyakhye gramavarye dvijagryah
satsantosi ketalesv atitheyahj

fajne karta karmanam coditanam

tyakta nityam ninditanam vinitahll VSV. I. 1.

4. lagne tzbhe iubhayute susuve kumaram

flparvartva sukhml ubhaviksite caj

jaya sati Sivaguror nijatuhgasamsthe

surye kuje ravtsute ca gurau ca kendre\\ ibid. IV. 20.

Madhava has reproduced the very same verse while describing Sankara's

birth. (Vide: MSV. II. 71).

5. It is stated later on that the mother performed the upanayana m the fifth

year after the boy had completed his diksa which is to be undergone after

the death of the father. Therefore the father must have died in the fourth

year of the boy.

6. dlksam samapya vidkivat kila pancamabde<
saumye muhurta upanltim acikarat sail VSV. IV. 38.

7. Vyasacala here describes the crocodile incident which is mentioned by almost
all writers on Sankara.

8. samskaram etya vidhivat kuru Sahkara tvam
no cttprasuya mama kimphalam iraya tvam! VSV. IV. 51. (Vide: MSV. V. 70).
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Now Sankara set out in search of a suitable guru who would

initiate him into the sacred order of a sanycisin* Wandering through

several places he at last met his guru, Sri Govindabhagavatpada, near

the Holy riv^r Narmada. The guru soon discovered the greatness of

Sankara and taught all the Sastras which he learnt in four years.'

After the instructions were over, Govindabhagavatpada directed him to

write a commentary (Bhasyd) on the Brahma-sutras and explain their

true import to the people. To accomplish the double task of writing

the commentary and explaining the same, he went to Badari and stayed

there for some years.
10

Once a South Indian brahmin, Sanandana by name, approached
Sankara and expressed his desire to renounce the world, and enter into

the sacred order of a sanyasin. Sankara found him eminently qualified

for sanyasa and made him his first principal disciple. This Sanandana
later on became famous under the title of Padmapadacarya.

One day when Sahkara was about sixteen years old, he had a

vision of Vyas'i, the author of the Brahma-tutras, who complimented
him for writing an excellent commentary for the Brahma~$ritras and said

that he (Sankara) was destined to live only for sixteen years and that he

(Vyasa) would extend his life by another s xteen years for carrying out

an important mission/
1

namely the establishment of the Advaita Philo-

sophy on a firm foundation after defeating, in argument, ihe exponents
of all rival schools of thought. Soon after this incident, Sfiikara h?d a

call from his mother. He rushed to Kaladi and was by her side in her

9 sn Sankaro *stamasamas caturo '/?;"

sa dvadase sakalasastrakalZm avpa / ibid. 65.

10. Madhava describes ihe stay of Sankara at Kasi also for teaching the Bhasya.
It is quite likely that Sankara spent some years between Badari and Kasi,
writing commentaries to the Brahmasutras, the ten Upanisads and the Bhagavad-
gita while staying at Badari, and teaching them at Kasi where students from
various parts of India came for studies.

11. varsani sodaSa tavciyur iti prakluptam
tZvanti fe pitnar aharn vitarani jlvam !

advaiiadttrkanam idam kttru sarprctistham
lake vinodacaranarn sahito vineyaih [ j VSV. IV. 83.

Madhava describes a contest between Sankara am! Vyasa at Kasi where
Vyasa is said to have appeared before Sankara in the disguise of an old
Brahmin.
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last days.
13 When she died, the relatives refused to render any help to

Sankara. They were ritualists who objected to a sanyasin performing
the rites of his mother. Sankara somehow managed to perform her last

rites,
15 and cursing the relatives for their hard heartedness, he went

back to Badari. From there he proceeded to Prayaga with his disciples

and bathed in the holy confluence of the rivers Ganga and Yamuna

praying for the salvation of his mother's soul.
14

/

Now Sanlcara set out on his great mission of establishing the

supremacy of the Advaita-siddhanta. The first scholar whom he met at

Prayaga was the grand old Mlmamsaka, Rumania Bhatta 16 who was then

preparing to depart from this world after successfully carrying out his

mission of driving out Buddhism from India. This great MImamsaka
directed S .nkara to his learned disciple, Visvarupa, popularly known as

Mandinamisra 16
.

12. Madhava describes the death of Ankara's mother at a later stage when
Sankara was staying at Srngagiri in the course of his digvijaya. By that time

Ankara's fame must have spread all over India and hence it looks strange that

the people of Kerala alone did not recognise his greatness and refused to render

any help to him. Almost all writers on Sankara say that Sankara

was destined to live only for sixteen years and that Vyasa extended

his life by another sixteen years for carrying out his mission. This suggests

that Sankara had a very bad period in his sixteenth year and that it should have

passed off with the death of his mother. She must have died before the exten-

ded life of Sankara began and the tour of digvijaya should have commenced
only after that.

13. It is stated later on that Sankara bathed in Trivenl and prayed for the salvation

of his mother's soul only for janasamgraha, to show the people how a mother
is to be respected. The same should be the reason for performing the last

rites of the mother, though a sanyasin has no right to do so. The relatives

were cursed because they did not realise the spirit in which Sankara performed
the rites.

14. sasnau prayage saha Sisyasamghaih

svayam krtanho janasamgraharthi /

asniari matapi ca ya pupasa
dayarasa duhkham asodha bhuri j ! VSV. V. 9.

(Vide Madhava also : VII. 72.). Here the same verse is repeated. After

the death of the mother, MaJhava mentions Ankara's visit to Rameswaram.
These visits to Rameswaram and Prayaga might be in accordance with the

custom of pious Hindus after the death of the parents. They do not form part
of the digvijaya tour.

15. While all biographers of ^ank^ra describe this meeting of Sankara with Kumar
rila, modern scholars point out to the improbability of such a meeting on the

ground that Jsankara was removed from Kumarila by at least a hundred years,
It is quite probable that Kumarila lived for more than hundred years and the

meeting took place when he was about to die.

16. Vyasacala distinguishes Mandanamisra, the author of Brahma-siddhi, from
Visvarupa who was also known as Mandanami-ra.
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Manddnamisra residing in the city of Mahismati was a grhastha
in the true sense of the word. He was fortunate to have a virtuous

wife Ubhayabharatl or Sarasavani who was as learned as her husband

was. 17 Both of them were ritualists to the core. When Sankara

went to their house, he was received with due honour;
18 but before

taking his food, Sankara demanded vada-bhiksa (a contest) to which

Mandana readily agreed. A condition was also laid down that the

defeated person should take up the asrama (order of life) of the victor

and become his disciple.
19 Manama's wife Ubhayabharatl was appointed

as judge. The contest went on for seven days with intervals for daily

routine. In the end Mand ma showed signes of defeat and Ubhaya-
bharatl gave her decision by inviting both for bhiksa. Mandana took up,

the order of a sanyasin and became the second principal disciple of

Sankara under the name Suresvaracarya. After this event, Ubhaya-
bharatl remained in seclusion. It is said that due to curse of Durvasas,
Goddess SarasvatI was born as Ubhayabharatl who got herself freed,

from the curse as a result of her meeting with Sankara and went back
to her heavenly abode, 30

The encounter with Mandana is one of the most thrilling episodes

in Sankara's life. The news of Mand_ina's defeat spread like wild fire

and many new disciples joined Sankara Now Padmapada desired to

17. Ii describing the marriage of Visvarupi and Ubhayabharatl, Madhava reprodu-

ces many verses of Vyasacala. (Vide : VSV. VI and MSV. III.),

18. The wrath of Vis'varupa on the sight of a sanyasin on the Sraddhafay, the

miracle of Sankara entering the closed doors of Mandana's house mysteriously,

and the abusive duel between the great men - Sankara and Mandana as des-

cribed by Madhava, find no place in Vyasacala who describes Visvarupa receiv-

ing Sankara with due respect.

sa vi&varitpah krtavahnikaryah pratiksamZtio 'tithim atItheyah /

udaiksatainam svatarirabhabhih prakt.ayantam vidi&o di$ab ca //

sa bhiksave ^drs[acaraya tasmai sarnkalpya bhiksam padayor amusya /

'

elksspa pus parn caranav a tejaf tatpatbasutmanam asincataddha. //

VSV. VI. 2-3,

19. Though a sanyasin should never change his ZSrama* Sankara accepted the

condition because he was sure that he would never be defeated

20. uktvetham adaradhiya vacancy svabhartuh

antardadhe suvadana kila sapamukta I VSV VI. 102.

Madhava and others make Ubhyabharati remain for some days more at

the request of Sankara and they describe, in detail, Ankara's dialectic contro-

versy with her. Their accounts appear to be neither probable nor edifying.

There was no propriety in, or need for Sankara to have compelled her to stay

when she was preparing to return to her heavenly abode after the completion
of her mission and curse.
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go on a pilgrimage to the South. With a note of caution Sankara gave

his consent.

Sankara then proceeded to conquer a sect of people known as

Kapalikas who mostly inhabited the northern regions of Deccan.

Sankara spent some time in these parts defeating the opponents one by
one. One Kapaiika who realised the futility of arguing with S;mkara,

hatched a plan to do away with his life. His attempt was thwarted by
the timely arrival of Padmapada.

Then marching towards Gokarnam Sankara had an attack of

hhagandhara, a fistula in the pudendam muliebre. One of his disciples,

Aa-iTidagiri by name nursed him patiently with great devotion SI After

some treatment which Sankara at first refused to take, the disease was

brought under control." The selfless services of Anandagiri pleased
the Guru so much that he conferred his choicest blessings on him and

accepted him as his third principal disciple under the title of Totaka-

carya.

Completely freed from his disease, S mkara continued his journey
to Gokarnam." On the way he happened to pass through a small village
called Srivali. H^re was a boy who apparently looked an idiot. His
parents who were worried about the mental state of the boy, brought
him to Sankara who quickly discovered the real greatness of the boy.
Even as a child, he had attained the knowledge of Brahman. Sankara

21 . clti anuvarti nijadharmacln

bhtitanukampt tannvagvibhutih
katiciJ vineyo *jani deftkasya

yam totakacaryam udaharanti j j VSV. IX. 84.

While introducing Anandagiri, Madhava also repeats the same verses of
Vyasacala. Vide : XU. 70-74.

22. Madhava describes the illness of Ankara at a later stage. Me further states
that one Abhinavagupta practiced evil spells on Ankara *nd the illness was due
to that. In the absence of any other evidence to support the Abhinavugup a
tradition, it is safer to rely on Vyasacata who describes thj illness soon after
the encounter with the Kapalikas. The Kapa'iikas were notorious for
practicing evil spells and some of them had a grudge against Saakara. More-over Anandagiri is introduced both by Vyasacala and MaJhava when gmHriwas staying at Srngagiri or near about,. He came to prominence only through

'l\r*^\\-ten?
U ' M* the ntiture f the servi<^s described indicates the

23. MSJhava describes the stay of Sankara at Srngagiri for a long time and the

inflation
ofSarada temple. It i quite likely that the beautiful surroumlinand the calm atmosphere on the banks of the river TLD provided a .J,bleretreat for the ailing wyZsin where he stayed for sometinV-
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took him as his fourth principal disciple, under the name Hastamalakl-

carya.

From Snvali Sankara went to Gokarnam and stayed there for a

few days. Then he proceeded to Kashmir visiting several places on the

way." Kashmir in those days was a seat of learned men." Here the

followers of the various systems of philosophy had their turn of contest

with Sankara. His victory over them entitled him to ascend the Sarva-

jnapttha kept in the temple of Sarada. When Sankara was about to

ascend the pitha, it is said, an invisible voice told him that he had no

right to sit on the seat of Sarvajna as he was ignorant of one branch of

learning, namely Kama's&stra. This was the voice of Sarada, Sankara
asked for a week's time to master that branch, and by the device of

parakayapravesa (transmigration of the soul) he learnt that art without

polluting his body. Then answering the questions of Sarada he ascended
the Sarvajnapitha.

Vyasacola concludes his work here with a brief remark that

Sankara afterwards went to places he liked.

evam niruttarapadani sa vldhaya deritn

sarvajnapitham adhiruhya nananda sabhyah^ /

matra giram api tatha punisais ca sabhyalh
sambhavito rucitadesam ayamjogama. // VSV. XII. 82.

Having composed his work in the Kavya style, Vyasacala must have

thought it proper to end his work with the auspecious incident of Sarva-

jnapitharohana. Hence he did not describe Sankara's subsequent travels

and last days.

Now the question may be asked - To which place or places did
Sankara go from Kashmir ? Madhava says that he went to Badari and

24. Madhava and others describe the visit o! Sankara to Mukambika, Ujjayini,
Dwaraka and several other places. Vyasacala seems to have omitted some
details which can be taken from other sources and included here provided they
are supported by other strong traditions and do not come into conflict with the
main outline of Vyasacala. Sankara seems to have combined tirthayatra with
his digvijaya and must have certainly visited many more places on the way,

25. Madhava describes the visit to Kashmir at a later stage. Vyasacala's sequence
appears to be more probable since he conforms to the pradaksina order of the
tour and does not make Sankara p:iss through the same place a scond time.

26. Cidvilasa, Govindanatha and some others describe the Sarvajnapltharohana as
having taken place at KanchL

27. Vide: MSV. XVI. 87,
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then to Kedara, where^ he met with his end. This is alright with

Madhava who describes Sankara's visits to places in the East and South

at an earlier stage; but Vyasacala has not mentioned anything about the

tour of Sankara to these regions. All biographers of Sankara are unani-

mous in their accounts regarding Sankara's visit to these parts. There-

fore, if one follows th^ tour as described by Vyasacala" carefully,

keeping in mind the strong traditions and the versions of Madhava and
others regarding the places visited by Sankara in the East and South,
it will be clear that Sankara, starting from Kashmir should have

gone to the eastern parts of India through the Himalayan slopes
and then to the south through the east coast. During this tour he
should have passed through Nepal, Jagannath

29 and Andhra-desa and

finally reached Kanchi. The strong tradition of Sankara's visit to Nepal
and the existence of two great Mutts at Jagannath and Kanchi strongly
support this conclusion.

There is some mystery abiut the place where S rikara spent his
last days. Madhava says that it was at Kedara in the H imalayas. Some
say it was at Kanchi while others take Sankara back to his birth place
in the end. 80 The last view can be rejected as improbable since Sanknra
would not have gone back to his birth place after his bitter expcrence
at the time of his mother's death. 91 Madhava's version is probable if
his account of the digvijaya is accepted, but we have already pointed out
in our foot notes how Madhava's version of digvijaya cannot be accep-
ted. Jf we follow Vyasacala's account, we can reasonably pre-ume
that Sankara came to the South towards the end of his life and if
this is accepted, Kanchi seems to be the most likely place where he
met with his end at the age of thirty two.

28. The places visaed by Ankara in the course of his digvifrya and the route
followed by him, are variously described by Madhava and other writers While
their accounts are useful for getting some details about 3-nkara's tour theydo not appear to provide a probable sequence of events. VySsacala's ice unt
though brief, gives a well planned tour and conforms to the orthodox way of
performing tirthayatni and digvijaya in the pradaksina order.

29 ~
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Almost all authors on Sankara mention his visit to Kanchi. The

Sri-cakra-pratistha in the Kamaksl temple indicates his stay in that city

for a comparatively long period.
82 There is at least one author, Ananda-

giri who describes Sankara' s final day at Kanchi." The title of the

Mutt at Kanchi c kama-koti '

suggests that the mission of Sankara ended

there.
tU Kanchi is the only South Indian city counted among the

moksapuris of India,
SB and hence there is every probability of Sankara

choosing that city for his final samadhi. The two stotra works, Szva-

nandalahari and Saundaryalahari, composed by Sankara contain several

verses revealing the author's familiarily with the temples and devotees

in and around Kanchi.

As regards the establishment of Mutts by Sankara, Vyasacala and

Madhava do not say anything definite and it seems that Sankara himself

did not establish any of them. Vyasacala hints to the existence of four

Mutts in one of his concluding verses, but he does not say who esta-

blished them and where they were located. ?l* Madhava does not mention

the establishmnt of the^Srngagiri Mutt when Sankara was laying there,

but later on says that Sankara stationed some of his disciples in Srhga-

giri and other places.
37 This only suggests that after completing his

tour of digvijaya, vSankara directed some of his disciples to go and settle

down in different parts of India to carry out his mission. In the absence

of any definite reference by these two authors to the establishment of

Mutts by Sankara, it will not be quite unreasonable to conclude that

Sankara did not establish any Mutt and that his disciples alone founded

32. In two other places - ^rngagiri and Badari - where Sankara stayed for long, he

built two temples of iSarada and Narayana respectively.

33. varum vijitya ca viyadvisadant adeham

sarvajnapitham adhiruhya ca tatra kancyam /

vidvadvararcitapada yamisarvabhaumo

devyah purah paratare puruse vililye /
/

Vide aUo Dhanapatisuri's commentary on MSV. XVI, 100 where he

quotes : praptan vijityattarasaksatasastravadaih mitrun sa kancyam atha

siddhim upa. (Sivarahasyam}.

34. The title of the Mutt * Kamakoti *

is generally understood to refer to one of the

kalas of Kamaksl, but I think it has another significance, namely the

mission (of Sankara) had its koli* end at Kanchi.

35. ayodhya mathura maya kcis'i kanci avantika /

pun dvaravati caiva saptaite moksadayakah //

36. ekah SZkhi ahkarakhya catitrdha

sthanam bheje tapatantyai prajclnclm / VSV. XTT. 83.

37. katicana vinivesyathar$ya$rhva&ramudau

nvurir atha badarim saprapa kaiscit svaS'syaih / MSV. XVI. 93.
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the Mutts in places where they settled down. 8*
It is also likely that one

and the same disciple of Sankara established more than one Mutt. As a

matter of fact, both Srngagiri and Kancikamakoti Mutts claim Suresva-

racarya as their first head. Padmapada might have established a Mutt at

Badari where he is said to have spent his last days. Hastamalaka and

Totakacarya would have established the two Mutts at Dwaraka and

Jagannath. It is also likely that some of the less known disciples of

of Sankara founded Mutts elsewhere.

It will be seen from the above account that Yyasacala has not

mentioned certain improbable incidents that are found in other works

and that he gives a comparatively reliable account of Sankara's life.

The publication of this work has opened a new path for research. I

do not pretend that my conclusions are final. I have only given my
impressions after a study of Vyasacala in the hope that they may lead

to further research on the subject.

38. CidvilSsa locates four Mtftts at Srngagiri, Dwaraki, Badari and Jagannath-
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SABDA, NISSABDA IN SCNYASAMPADANE
/

The Sunyasampadane is a book consisting of vacanas (i.e. mystic

sayings) arranged in a dialogue form containing discussions on meta-

physical, religious and mystical questions, and can be compared to the

Dialogues of Plato.
1 Some of the distinguished mystic philosophers

who took part in the discussions are Basavanna. Cennabasavanna,
Allamaprabhu, Siddharamayya, Goraksanatha, Mukiayakka and
Lakkamma. They gave a turn to the religious renaissance of the

twelfth century in Karnatak. 2 One of the problems that was under
discussion is sabda (word) and nissabda (non-word) which demands

analysis.

Sabda and nissabda have different connotation; accordingly as

they occur in metaphysical, religious and mystical contexts. The two

concepts, sabda and niskabda are two different types of metaphysical

entities; and also pertain to two lores leading to two types of enlighten-
ment. The Upan'sads, the Bible and the Qur'an are the texts in which
the philosophy of the 'word' is expounded. Therefore the 'word' is a

striking common link that connects the occidental and oriental worlds
of religion, mysticism and metaphysics.

/

Sabda in its different aspects dominates the Upanishadic texts.

And the meaning of the two terms varies from one text to the other.

Sabda is pranava and udgita in Yajurvedic and Samuvedic Upanisads

respectively. The term sabda is used in the sense of the Absolute.*

1. Dr. R.D. Ranade : The Pathway to God in Kannada Literature, pp. 6-7, Bhavans
Publications, Bombay, 1960.

2. Sri Kumaraswamiji : The VJrasaiva Philosophy and Mysticism^ pp. 1-2, Dh&r-
war, 1949

3. (i) The Taittinya Upanisad* 1.8. (ii) Aksara means both syllable and imperi-
shable, i.e. Brahman. The Upanisad, pt. I. p, 1. Tr. Max Miiller, Dovers Publi-
cation, 1962.
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It is also explained as Parabrahma and Isvara
4 in the Mandukya. The

creative energy of Parabrahma is Isvara
5

in Svetasvatara. Isvara, or

Sakti, is an aspect of Parabrahma. Kara is aksara (word or syllable)*.

Hara is endowed with maya\ So is sabda* As the cosmos is the work

of the possessor of maya, it was sabda that created it.
9 This is the meta-

physics of the sabda in the Upanisads.

The second sense of the word sabda is in the mystical, it is a

process of purification and contemplation with which one is able to

realise God within oneself.
10 Sabda is a way and the goal as well.

11

There are two distinct ways : one, that enables one to realise the self as

immanent, namely sabda, and the other that leads to the realisation of

the self as transcendent, namely nissabda- The word (sabda) is sound in

two senses : anahatasabda and halasabda, or a ethereal and non-etherea 1

Thus sabda also is the essence of the Upanishadic mystical teaching.

'The word' in the Bible is said to be with God as well as God.
The word became flesh. Similarly, in the Qur'an the word is power as

it is in Christolcgy, where logos is used in the sense of creative energy.
But word as the power of Allah is quite different from power in Christia-

nity, as it means the fiat of Allah. Thus the Qua'ranic and Biblical

connotations differ.
13 Christian mysticism as well as Sufi my>ticism

diverge from their texts in their view of the nature of God and creation
as well as their natural relation. The logos in Greek or Christian

philosophy and the logos in Upanishadic philosophy are analogous but
not identical. The logos in the Upanishadic philosophy plays a subser-
vient and secondary part to the Atman." There are various senses of
the word in the Bible

> Qur'an and Upanisads.

We could now trace the
relation^

between the Upanishadic and
Vacanagamic doctrine of the sabda. Sabda' in the Sunyasampadane

4. pranavo hyaparam brahmapranavas caparah smrtah, MZndukya-Up-Kariki, I 26.

5. See note to the Svetasvataropanisad, 1.3. Ramakrsnasrama, Mysore, 1962.

6. The vetai'ataropanisad, 1. 10.

7. ibid. IV. 10.

8. na tivah Saktirahito na saktih Sivavarjitah - The MatihgaparameSvaraganta.
9. (i) The creation is maya, in its original sense of the work, then of pheno-

menal, then of illusion. The Upanisads, pt. II, xxxvi. Tr. Max Miiller.
(ii) The Svetasvataropanisad, IV. 9.

10. Dr. R.D. Ranade : A Constructive Survey of Upanishadic Philosophy, p. 342
Oriental Books Agency, 1926.

' *

11. The Kathopanisad

12. Dr. R.C.Zachner: Comparison af Religions, pp. 198-203, Beacon Paper Back
1962.

13. Dr. R.D. Ranade ; op. cit. p. 95.
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means Linga, the highest Reality, as in the Upanisads. Gohesvara is

the word
;

u Gohesvara is Linga., Therefore the word is Llnga. Linga is

the source and the place to which ultimately everything returns, or the

principle in which everything disappears.
15

Sabda, again ;
is Mahalinga.

1*

Mahalihga is a condition of the beginning of cosmic creation. It is also

said to be sadakhya
1 ' which means the beginning of the Existence

(sat-hood). Mahctlihga may be compared to Hiranyagarbha, or the

cosmic-man in the Upanisad and to the logos among the Greeks. Maha-

lihga is the conscious force, or sarcni. Hence sarcna, cit and sabda are

synonyms. Cit was born in the Formless, or Void so that the Formless

might not remain in the same state.
18 This is Its sport.

CO 5

is Formless.

'Om" is Form. 19 To put the same either in the words of the Rgveda or

Tainiriyaranyaka or Taittirlyopanisad, cit (sabda) is born of the Form-

less, or asai. Cit is form. It is in the words of Aristotle, the potentia

becoming actual. As cit is form and cit is sabda, sabda is

form. Sabda and nissabda are form and the formless. When we say
that nissabda is beyond the grasp of the intellect or word (i.e. sabda) }

we mean thereby that it is the formless. It defies words as does the asat

of the Rgveda. As eft, the first germ of mind, was born in the asat of

the Rgved(r\ as was sabda (i.e. cit) born in nissabda whLh is Parabrahma
of Vacana literature. This is as good as saying that sal was born in asat.

Sabda, therefore, as matter with power to become mar. > -formed, is the

world of multiplicity. So sabda (idea) is dominated by maya as Kant
alludes. 21

The mystical senses of sabda and nlssabda are found on the meta-

physics of sabda and nissabda. Sabda is mahadahah:dra in Nissabda-
brahma. 22

It is the beginning of sainsara, that is, ignorance. It is

sabdasandani, 'empirical existence'. The emancipation consists in the

process of changing sabda into nissabda. This consi ts of two lores,

14. The Sunyasampadane, I. 72. Ed. Prof. S.S Bhusnoormath, Kallumath, Adwani,
1958.

15. The Siddhanta&ikhamani, VI. 37. And an Agamic stanza q.ioted to support
VI. 37 by N.R. Karibasavasastri, 1914.

16. Dr. R C. Hiremath : The Satsthalajnanasaramrta, pp. 18-19. v. 33, Murugha-
math, Dharwar, 1964.

17. ibid. p. 153.

18. (i) The unyasampadane, VIII. 25; VII. 24. (ii) The Satsthalajnanasaramrta,
pp. 22-23. v. 38. (iii) Prof. S.S. Bhusnoormath: The Paramarse, p. 550,

Kallumath, Adwani, 1969.

19. The tiunyasampadane, XIII. IS.

20. TheJRfveda, X. 129. 1.

21. Dr. t .G. Jung: The Psychological Types, p, 59, Kegan and Paul, 1933.

22. The nnyasampcidanet VIII. 26.
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namely Sabdabrahma and Nissabdabrahma. These two lores presuppose
two types of enlightenment: one, due to the word from without; and the

other, due to the word from within." The enlightenment from without
is Sabdabrahma which is being advocated and practised by almost all the
schools, since it still accepts the duality of subject and object. We have
the counterpart of inn the Veda. The sabdavidya taught in the Veda is

a first step to the nissabdavidya of the Upanisads." The emphasis here
has shifted from objectivism to subjectivism in the sphere of lore as in
the sphere of metaphysics. The light that comes from without is sub-
ordinated to the light within. Even the masterhood and disciplehood
which belong to the plane cf mind, recognised in the text under study,
was challenged by Prabhu, on the ground that there lingers the ///

(noise) of the word. This is still the psychological plane. There is still a
higher plane which is not psychological and moral. To know they self re-
presents the psychological plane and to know ihy self by thy self repre-
sents the metaphysical plane. This contrast is shown by Prof. Max
Miiller.'* This disappears when the plane of the Self is reached
where there is no vitness." This is the plane of Nissabdabrahma. The
lore to be followed to attain the Nissabdabrahma is nissabdavidya substi-
tuted for the sabdavidya, which has entered the sphere of subj.-ctivityfrom that of objectivity. The discourse on subtler and more subtle
forms that occurs in the text is thrilling. The subtlest nature of the
sabda category in the form of enlightenment is challenged by Prabhu
even when it performed the function from within. This is a psycho-
ogjcal problem: a problem of subject and predicate in modern psycho-
logy. The argument affirms the duality. The synthesis is reached on a
higher plane The text suggests that the ssksra (kabda from withoui)and the nirSkSra (sabda from within) are two forms of duality or ignor-
ance. NirakarcMS the subtler form. It is just the brilliant golden lid

^1/ T" T- 'u rJ
rUth ' aCC rding l the expression of the

Vpyad,
Tn.s golden hd w removed when the nature and function ofnirakara (i.e. guru ,n the form of inward enlightenment and its conscious-

ness) seen to be a subtler form of sakara" which h labda
represents the <I-ness' and 'otherness' (tanu and //,) in the subjfcV

23. ibid. II. 23-26.

T
Asrama, Pondi-

25. Max Miller: A Hi,tory of Ancient Sanskrit Literature n 11 M .,
Bhuvaneshwari Asrama, Allahabad, 1859.

Llteratl'r^ P. 11. Major Basu
*

26. The Siinyasampadane, If. 22.

27, The Isopanisad, 15.

28. The Sunyascmpadane , II. 26.
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According to the text, a stage is reached where the words in mys-
tic experience become an impediment, and their rejection is advised.

The ineffability of the mystic experience is the hall-mark of all the sys-

tems of the world mysticism. The Upanisad and Sunyasampadane
mean that the word, i.e. mind, has no capacity to understand the Rea-

lity, when they say no caksusa grhyate napi vacct. etc., and ntidiya

gadanake silukuvude nissabda brahrna? That sabda stands for the psy-
chic entity

80
is a very ancient notion in Indian philosophy

31
. Sabda,

in the sense of mind or psychic entity, implies the multiplicity of the

world." It is a realm of percepts and concepts which is sabdasandani.

Realisation is the cessation of the sabda This is a state of nissabda.**

This is the mystic experience that lies beyond the sabda principle.
So the Buddha kept silent over the mystic experience. So did Ajaganna
and Marulasankara. The masters in the field state that if one tries to

describe the experience one will lose it. Therefore it is wise to remain
silent.

34 The mystics naturally practised silence. Tl'is poses a prob-
lem to a student who is inspired by the spirit of inquiry. Allamaprabhu
is such an enlightened inquirer who held the investigation in collabo-

ration with Muktayakka.

The investigation begins in two directions. The beginning of the in-

vestigation in the direction of Yoga psychology is one phase of the prob-
lem of sabda and nissabda. The ideal, namely nissabda, hyoga. Nissabda is

attained in almost all the schools of thought. The disappearance of sabda-

sandani (multiplicity in mind) in different schools has different metaphysi-
cal bases. Therefore the m>stic experience of the Buddha, of Patanjali-
the author of the Yogasutra, of Jaiglsavya - the author of the Dharana-
sastra which was rejected by the Buddha and accepted by Hlnayana

81

and of the Satsthala school differ. The disappearance of multiplicity in

29. The Mundakopanisad, III. i. 8.

30. The Satapathabrahmana, XIV. 6.2.11; The Sunyammpadane, II. 36; The
Chandogyopanisad, I. 1. 2.

31. Prof. M. Hiriyanna: Outlines of Indian Philosophy, p. 139. George Allen and
Unwin. 1958.

32. Dr. H. Oldenberg: Buddha, p. 446. The Book Co. Ltd., Calcutta, 1927.

33. The Sunyasampadane.

34- The Sarvajnanavacanagalu, St. Rv. C.D. Uttangi.

35. (i) The Nyayasutra, III 2, 43 quoted in the SamkhyakarikZ, p. 18. Dr. Main-
kar Oriental Book Agency, 1964,

(ii) The Jaiglsavya is seventh among the twenty eight Sivayogacaryas.
This is a tradition to which Allama, Basava and others belong, (cf. Dr. L.

Basavaraju: Allamanavacanacandrike, pp. 33-35). Twenty-eighth is LakuITsa
who lived in the second cent. B.C.

36, The Buddhacarita, pt. II (introduction). Tr. Johnston, Punjab University.
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the mind, or cessation of words, is by suppression of the senses and by

controlling the agitation in the mind. The cessation of nama (word)

is the everlasting goal in Buddhism. This psychic entity **"
sensations, perceptions,

conformation and consciousness, Cessation

of the word means cessation of all these except the pure consciousness.

That is nirvana. Therefore nirvana is cessation of words or of con-

tinuous change in the mind. The method is metaphysical, namely

patlccasamutpada. In PataSjali, dtta^tii-nirodha is the process ot

stopping the agitation in the mind. This process anests the activity of

Prakrit and separates the self from it. That is the my ,tic experience

according to Patanjali. In Buddhism, the highest reality is cit. Ihe

mystic experience is utter silence or pure consciousness. This expe-

rience consists of the act of stopping, that is blowing out, the activity

in eft. There is nothing in Buddhism like the Prakrti of Samkhya-

yoga though there is corporeality. This evolves out of cit or psychic

entity. The mystic process is emptying the cit.

The act of cessation of words is not suppression of the senses,

in Buddhism;
38 whereas it is the suppression of the senses in the Yoga

system of Patanjali, Jainism and the Vedantins The suppression is

based on a metaphysical foundation. The senses in Buddhism are

evolutes of the consciousness." In PataSjali they are the evolutes of

Prakrti, which is a metaphysical notion in Samkhya.
40 The senses are

products of pudgala or matter, in Jainism,
41 and are obstacles both in

Jainism and PataSjali. In Vedanta, the senses are bhautika, as in

Nyaya-vaisesika whose source is mays" Therefore the rejection of

matter is the ideal of the above mentioned schools except Buddhism.

For them the suppression of the senses is necessary. The S:it tlmhi

school states tint indriyas are evolutes of the five elements themselves

the evolutes of the self.
43 The senses in the Satsthala school of thought

do not belong, therefore, ^to
the category which is not of the nature of

self as in the Vedanta of S nkara or Ramanuja or M dhva. The defect

in the power of the senses has to be understood differently from system

37. Dr. H. Oldenberg : op. cit. p. 447.

38. The Buddhacarita, pt. II. p. Ixi - ii. Tr. Johnston.

39. Ibid..

40. The Sainkfiyakarika,

41. The pancastikdyj-scra - The Prefaces, pp. 38-39, Ed. K.BJindal, Calcutta, 1958.

42 M. Hiriyanna: op. cit. pp. 341-43.

43. Cennahasavannanavaravacanagatu, p.V., Ed. Dr. R.C. Hiremath, K-U. Dhar-
war, 1965.
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to system. This depends on the category of which they are the pro-

ducts. So the Satsthala view differs from the Jaina view. The defect

in the senses according to the SatsthaJa school is to be overcome not by

punishing them, as in the Jaina system, but by sublimation. This is in

accordance with the metaphysical stand taken by the Satsthala school.

Sabda is the product of the senses in the empirical sense. The mind is

filled with sabdas as they enter from without. Therefore, to stop the

agitation in the mind means the stopping of the inflow from without.

The satiated state of mind in PataSjali is a rippleless pond-like

state. This state of mind involves neither loud thinking nor silent

speech. This ideal is demanded byihe metaphysics accepted by PataSjali

in order to separate the self from the bond of Prakrit, Separation of

one from the other is the mystic method, and the achievement is the

mystic experience in the Yoga system. Their separation involves the

problem of their original coming together, which warrants an indepen-

dent study. In the S. tsthaia school, the goal is not separation of anga
and linga, but bringing them together, which is quite an opposite

process. Therefore, yoga in the Satsthala school is not viyoga as in the

Yoga school. Separation of self from Prakrti leads to inaction This is

silence in Patanjuli. Cessation of Wv rds in Buddhism is breaking of the

twelvefold link. It is the state of pure consciousness. This pure state

is called nissabda. The union of unga and linga, according to the

Satsthala school of thought, is the state where absence of words prevails.

It is a condition for the release of grace, or the higher power, after which

the activity of the senses is inspired by linga. The mii d-seed which so

far motivated the activity of senses is now replaced by the linga - seed.

Now the internal and the external senses are those of Divine. Therefore,

the senses cannot any longer produce sabda but only nissabda. This

nissabda is quite different from the dead silence that is produced by the

yogic process in Pataiijali or the dumbness of the Budch i in the mystic

experience, Therefore nissabda represents quite a diffi rent category in

the Satsthala school In this stage, nissabda is tlu activity of the

senses when linga unites with the c-nga". At this stag-, nissabda is also

termed sabda. Sabda (i,e. nissabda] of the $arena differs from that of

the unreali ed man because of the difference of categories. In other

words it is ihc difference of svara. The word of the Serena is said to be

effulgent linga; whereas the word of man is mind. IneJT, bility is one of

the characteristics of the mystic experience. The Satsihnla school how-
ever differs from the rest of the mystic schools in this i egard. For the

mystic here, accepts a different category. Ineffability for him xvould be

,44 'Thsjifinyasampadane, XV 64.
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inability of mind and, therefore, represents a mental category. In the

atsthala school nissabda represents a category of the self. Thus kabda
and nissabda represent two categories. Hence the word, or sound of the

Sarana, sabda or nissabda is the highest principle.*
1

45. ibid. II. 20.



Dr. D.N. SUKLA

THE SOUTH INDIAN CONTRIBUTIONS IN .

ART AND ARCHITECTURE

The Indian art-cum-architecture, i.e. temple art-cum-architecture

has been tackled by a good many scholars like Fergusson, Marshall,

Hevell, Brown and others under the archaeological convictions. 1 These

European savants, however, could not grasp the fundamental foundations

and canons of Temple art and architecture. Further a good many
eminent historians have concluded that the Indian Aryans were a

pastoral race. They were more foresters rather than townsman. The

Aryans were more interested in simple living and high thinking. The
word asrama also testifies this contention. Out of tfce three Dramas ,

brahmacarya, vanaprastha and samnyasa-ftll these were related to forests,

the seculuded and sacred places - the sacred banks of the sacred rivers,

the calm and quite atmosphere, the pereniai and permanent peaceful
environment. Even the great ancient Universities - the Gurukufas, the

Rsikulas all were situated in the midst of the forests and on the rivers -

this is the basic review of the Aryan life and culture. The non-Aryans -

the original dwellers of this ancient land - the Asuras, the Nagas, the

Dravidas were the great builders, the great sculptors and the great
artisans. When commingling of the two great cultures during the post-
Vedic period, i.e. of Aryans and non-Aryans, emerged, a synthesis, i.e.

an amalgamation took place and thus it is not possible to earmark the

Aryan and the non-Aryan traits. This composite culture of India needs
a great and painstaking research. But, I forward the following few new
lights with documentary evidences as enshrined in Silpa-texts.

The South Indian Temple-art-architecture is evaluated later than
North Indian temple-building, i.e. Gupta-temples like Bhitergaon

1. A new light on this subjact was thrown in the mammoth gathering at Elliyathan-

gudi Sadas of ^ilpi-agama-tantra as founded by Jagadguru Swami Sankara-

charya of KamakotipTtham, Kanchipuram
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temple which is the oldest specimen of temple-art-architecture pertaining

to the Northern India, i.e. Nagara school of Architecture.

The Vedic altar is the mother of Temple-building art and archi-

tecture. The Sulba-sutras are the founders of this art where brick-

making, brick-laying, brick-shapes and brick-measurements, etc,, are

fully codified. Vedic altar is invoked as 'Godhead' - Yajna-narayana.

Similarly, the further devotional places like prasadas, the vimanas were

equally sanctified as God-head. The vimana is the first and foremost

architypal type of the temple architecture. The Samarangcna-sutradhara

(SS) has given a documentary and certified testimony of this origin and

development of Temple genesis from the vimanas :

vimanam atha vaksyamch prasadam sambhuvallabham /

svargapatalamartyanani trayanam api bhus- nam //

sarvesam grhavastunam prasadftnam ca san-aich
/

prasado mulabhuto 'yam tatha ca parikarmandm //

pura brahmasrjat pcnca vimanany asuradvisamj

viyadvartmavicaritii srimanti ca mahanti ca //

tani vairaja kailase puspakam manikabhidham /

haimani manicitrani pancamam ca trivistapam //

atmandh sulahastasya dhanadhyaksasya pasinah /

suresine ca visveso viman&ni yathakramam //

bahuny anyUni caivam sa suryadlnam akalpayat /

visesaya yathoktais tany akaraih pratidaivatam //

prasadas ca tadakaran sifapakvestakadibhfh [

nagaranam alahkarahetave samakalpayat //

valrajam caturasram syad vrttam kailasasamjnitam /

caturasrayatak&ram vimanam puspakam bhavet //

vrttayatam ca manikam astfisri syai trivistapam /

tadbhedan srimato 'nyams ca vividhan asrjat prabhuh //

aihatoh sampravaksyami prasadan sikhardnvitan /

rucakadims catuhsastim namalaksanatah kramat jf

purvam yani vimanani pancoktany abhavamstatah f

tadakTtrabhrtah sarvam prasadah pancavimsatih //

This means that the Ffwaa-building was the prototype of the

Prasada. The five shapes of the Vimanas (Dravidian temples) were the
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models after which the Prasadas were created. 2 SS further says that the

bui'ding models of chariots, i.e. vimana, very common in the early

architecture as founded by Brahma and later expounded by Maya, were

adopted as the models for the temple architecture known asprasadas
which cannot be doubted.

Again Dr. Ramaniya in his book Origin of South Indian Temples
made a very fine case for the Vlmanas as the earliest buildings in the

South. Moreover, the images were both cala and acala^ and the

carries of the cala ones were chariots. Therefore, the chariots in their

movements are likened to temples. Added to this the Southern Vastu-

vldya and the architecture, i.e. kala thereof is earlier than its Northern

counterpart, is based on the origin and evolution of the stone architec-

ture, especially with relation to the temple architecture in India.

Though as per reference in the Rg-veda, the epics and the Jatakas

(H.A.I. A.), the stone architecture was not unknown in India, it was
not associated with Aryans. Dr. T P. Bhattacarya (vide; Canons of
Indian Architecture, Ch. XXVIH) maintains that it was the A suras (Dra-
vidians or Dan .tvas) and the Nagas (cf. also the view of the late Dr Jaya-
swala who attributed the origin of Nagara architecture-stone architec-

ture to Bharasiva Nagas) who helped the development of stone archi-

tecture in India. He further maintains that stone houses were in early

days erected by the Asuras and Nagas, the Asuras of the Rg-veda period,

the Nagas and Asuras of Taila, the capital of Nagnajit and the Asuras

and Nagas of Eastern India mentioned in the Satapatha brahmana and

Buddhist traditions. The introduction of the cult of image-worship

among the Aryans was the harbinger of the adoption of the stone archi-

tecture among them. It is our common knowledge that originally the

Aryan houses were simple, built of wood and mud. Even when they

adopted the cult of worship the places where they kept their deities

were the ordinary houses. They called their temples, the house of the

2. Dr. Tarapada Bhattacharya, however, condemns this most authentic tradition.

He says (cf. Canons of Vastu-vidya, 271), "This tradition must have originated

in a late period due to the confusion in the two meanings of vimanas on the one

hand, and the meaning of the words prasada and vimana on the other. No
reliance can, therefore, be placed on these later writers on Vastu who could

not distinguish between a prasada, harmya, vimana, etc.".

With all due humility I must say that the down right condemnation is

uncalled for. Dr. Bhattacharya (cf. ibid. 270) while explaining the term*

vimana, has accepted the meaning of 'chariot', on the authority of the earliest

known lexicographer, Amara. Again the learned Doctor while elaborating
the two principal schools of Architecture -Dravida-vastu-vidya and the Nagara-
vastu-vidya, has himself located Brahma among the foremost earliest writers on
the Dravida Architecture, the complete list being, Brahma, ^akra, 3ukra,

Maya, Bhrgu, Brhaspati, Nagnajit and Agastya (206).
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gods, dei'iigSra^ devaiayatana, devagrha, devakttla* etc., all indicative

of the fact that they were nothing but the replicas of the residential

houses. With the introduction of the stone architecture, these tem-

ples got the name of mandira, as the Visvakarma-prakasa (IV. 13),
defines it as temples of stone.

Previous writers have posed questions on the antiquity and
origin of Indian architecture. But, I think, it is a needless attempt.
Indian culture being historic rather than historical baffles the attempt.
Architecture, being one of the hall-marks of civilization, must have
begun with rise of civilization. The finds at Mohenjo-daro and Gr-
appa which represents a very advanced state of architectural objects
cannot be disregarded of their historical value. Rigvedic allusions and
references to a very advanced state of architecture also cannot be called
imaginary. Therefore, the origin is not only a problem but also a
mystery, and modern rationalism is all against a mysterious approach.A scientific approach in relation to an architectural study must not be
based solely on archaeological evidences. The literary evidences must
have an equal importance in reconstructing our past history despite
the absence of any archaeological evidence. Architecture as minvred in
the hymns of ggveda is a pointer. There are innumerable referencesm Rgveda which indicate a very advanced architecture of the day.

8

In the first, Vasistha desired to have a three storeyed dwelling
(tndhstu-saravam); in the second is the reference to a sovereign who
sits down in to substantial and elegant hall built with a thousand pillarsand the third alludes to residential houses with such pillars and said to be
vast comprehensive and thousand-doored and lastly in the fifth Mitraand Varana are represented as occupying a great palace with a thousand

and allusion* to nother obects.
^ """* refer < nc"

""* '*'* Vl TT o t -i P 4 t"*** j'/' 15 I4* RO P* O^ \

by S.C. Sarkar,' p. 19,
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Let us now peep into the finds especially connected with buildings
as discovered in the excavations at Mohenjodaro and Harappa, 'The

buildings discovered at the different strata at Mohcnjo-daro may be
classified under the following heads : (1) dwelling-houses, (2) public
baths of religious or secular character, (3) temples of some kind, and
(4) raised platforms, possibly tombs'. Dr. Acharya refers to two

buildings which bear all the essential features of a Hindu temple :

"There is the little building containing two chambers, one much larger
than the other with a corridor at the side, and there is the larger struc-

ture, which comprises a large central chamber with a corridor on its

western and southern sides, a well and two other small chambers at its

southern end, and a group of somewhat larger chambers at its northern,
the original plan of which is obscured beneath latter accretions.

Little, unfortunately is left of this interesting ruin except its founda-

tions, but these are unusually massive, nearly ten feet deep with a solid

in filling of crude brick, and presuppose a correspondingly high super-
structure, which might very well have taken the form of a corbelled
sikhara over the central apartment. One without a pre-conceived idea
but familiar with the common features of a Hindu temple, would feel

no difficulty in identifying the above buildings as oidinary shrines, with
a central room where a deity or an emblem is installed, with necessary
side rooms and corridors, and finally, surmounted with a slkhara\

'The inhabitants of Harappa appear also to have been in the
habit of offering in their temples terra-cotta cones with or without

figures of animals of which several specimen have been recovered'. Rai
Bahadur Daya Ram Sahni also is inclined to think that *a large cone of
dark stone, eleven inches high resembling the Siva-linga of modern times,
must have been used for worship. Concerning the existence of the

temples at Harappa, Sir John Marshall does not seem to have any doubt.

Summarising the account of Sahni, Marshall declares that the temples
stand on elevated ground and are distinguished by the relative smallness
of their chambers and the exceptional thickness of their walls- which

suggest that they were several storeys in height. To a temple, also,
doubtless belongs the spacious courtyard with chapels or other apart-
ments on its four sides.

In the light of these observations there are several scholars

notably Marshall, Chanda and others who surmise that inhabitants of

Harappa and Mohenjo-daro were really the pre-Aryan^ probably
Dravidian people of India, known in the Vedas as Dasyus or Asuras,
whose culture was largely destroyed by the invading Aryans. Here is

noted (RV. 4.30. 20) that Indra overthrew a hundred puras for his wor-

shipper Divodas. If Rigvedic Aryans do not record any cultural
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influence of these pre-Vedic people on their mode of living and thought
it was only natural because the animosity between the invading Aryans
and the original inhabitants of India, including those of the Indus valley

and farther south and the extreme east, was of such a nature that the

former destroyed all the towns, cities (pur, pura] and forts (durga) of

the latter.
5

The Asuras were phallic worshippers and the allusions to the Sisna-

devas or Mura-devas in the Rgveda also support the aforesaid hypothe-
sis in view of the abundant material evidences found in the finds of

Harappa and Mohenjo-daro. Rai Bahadur Daya Ram Sahni supports
this conclusion.* Asuras or non-Aryans or Dravidians gave birth to

what may be called the Maya school of architecture. The texts like the

Manasara and the Mayamata particularly the former may be taken to

mirror and epitomize this school. The elaborations and advanced state

of buildings like vimanas and gopuras may be later interpolations.
7 The

ancient siJpa texts, compiled long after the artistic traditions, and got
a foot-hold, could not remain isolated. They also grew and developed
to mirror in them all the later phases of the evolution and development
of art. Hence if the Asura architecture is earlier than the Vedic art,

we have no alternative but to recognise the earlier antiquity of Dravi-

dian style. The paucity of finds and specimens of vimanas - buildings
as described in these texts cannot stand in our way to formulate a

working hypothesis.

5. There are some other scholars (cf, J.G, Ghosh, Indian Culture, vol. VI) who
consider Vedic Architecture as referred to, from many allusions in the hymns
and the Yajus, as fairly advanced and the strong cities or forts described in

them, refer to those of the Asuras who may be identified with Assyrians who
were certainly more advanced in their architectural traditions than the Vedic
Aryans who were more foresters and villagers than citizens of big cities with
ditches and rampart al round.

6. Vide: Archaeological Survey of India Report,, 1924-25, p. 74.

7. Interpolations are usual in India practically with all classes of ancieflt litera-

ture, the epics (especially the greater one), the Puranas and other allied
classes ofliterature.
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PRINCIPAL SENTIMENT IN THE
UTTARARAMACARITA

mrdulalitapadartham gudhasabdfirthahinam

janapadasukhabhogyam yuktiman nntayojyam \

bahukrtarasaniargam sandhisandhanayuktam
bhavati jagati yogy&m natakam preksakancim //

Nfityasastra, 16 128.

While he defines the term nataka in his Sahityadarpcna, Visva-

natha states, "Either srngara or vira should be made the principal senti-

ment and all other sentiments can come as subsidiaries that support the

development of the principal sentiment". 1 Similar is the view of

Dhananjaya in his Dasarupaka*. This is not surprising in view of the

fact that (i) love and heroism have been the dominant sentiments in

the lives of the great men of the history of old, (ii) the dominant place

of love and heroism cannot be denied in the lives of man even to-day in

every nook and corner of the world, (iii) almost all the Sanskrit

dramatists, who wrote in the nataka form have accepted either love or

heroism as the dominant sentiment. Sanskrit nataka is thus more or

less faithful] to life when it is stated that love and heroism should reign

as the principal sentiments in rifitaka, the best of the forms of drama in

Sanskrit and, therefore, the most experimented upon by poets. Even

though Sanskrit drama and its nataka form do not lack in so many situa-

tions of unparallelled karvna, karuna is not recognised as a sentiment

as important as srngara or vira in the works on dramaturgy when the

1 . eka eva bhaved ahgl srhgcro vira eva va /

ahgam anye rasaJi sarve kcryo nirvahane "dbhutah // VI. 10.

2. eko raso
'

hglkartavyo vJrah rhgara eva va /

afigam afiye rasah sarve kitryan nirvahwie 'dbhutam // III. 33-34.
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of *es. wo* =a, of tb. ,i wi* which ,h,, *orh of

ramQCQniu. wnnc a luajvi*!../ , fv/t

is the principal and the dominant sentiment in the drama, the fact

stands that the drama ends in the reunion of Rama and Sita after their

love has been universalised and the utter keenness of Rama and Siia for

reunion has been approved of by the people and the whole word and

again it is srngara and not karuna that specifically and systematically

develops through the story to come to the culmination of reunion, i.e.

all the desired stages of the development of love are to be found with

srngara and not karuna. This raises doubts with regard to the propriety

of the acceptance of the theory of the scholars that karvita is the princi-

pal sentiment, even Bhavabhiiti himself also proclaims that the only

sentiment worth the nt-me is kan.na and all others are its subsidiaries

and varied forms. The new and original sentiment crmes from his pen

when he is actually carried away by the very powerful overflow of the

sentiment of fomma created by him in the third act, for which it has

rightly been stated that if the reader of the third act does not weep, then

he is either a god or an animal. The fact also stands that no other

writer of nStaka accepts this sentiment as the principal one even though

Natyadarpana* accepts the possibility of any of the sentiments becoming

the principal sentiment in ihtnataka, while just stressing with all

others that the sentiment at the end shall invariably be adbhuta? Thus,

the position in the matter comes to this :-

(I) While failing to remain far above the pathos of the situation

created by him, as it should have happened with him as a great writer,

Bhavabhiiti proclaims that the only sentiment worth the name is karuna 1

3. Vide:

Srhgaraha^akanmaraudravlrabhayanakah /

bhlhhatsa 'dbbuta ity astau Santo 'pi navamo rasah //

4. Karika* IV. 81 & 82.

5. ekaftgirasam anyahgam adbhutantam rasormibhih /

alanghiiam alank&rakathangair agaladrasam // I. 15.

and

natakam hi sarvarasam kevalam eko *hgl tadapare gaunah /

6. kaiyo nirvahane *dbhutah t Sahityadarpana ;

kuryan nirvahane 'dbhutam, Dasarupaka ;

adbhutantam rasormibhih, Natyadorpana, I. 15,

7. cf. eko rasah karuna eva nltnittabhedad

bhintwh prthakprthaglvasrayate vivartan I Urturaramacarita, 111,47.
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and thus he also seems to suggest that karuna is the principal sentiment
in the drama.

(2) The whole drama, right from the beginning to the end is

clearly and completely pervaded by the sentiment of karma.

(3) A large majority of critics state that karuna is the principal
sentiment in the drama.

On the other side,

(1) Sanskrit dramatic technique developed by Visvanatha and
Dhanailjaya on the basis of the dramas written in their days and on the
basis of the best works in the form, specifically states that srngara and
vira* and not karuna should be the principal sentiment in the nataka
form.

(2) No such controvercy exists with regard to any other drama of
the nataka form in Sanskrit and all have accepted the theory of DhanaiT-
jaya and Visvanatha.

(3) The Uttararamacarita begins and ends in srngara and not
karuna, the drama is a comedy and not a tragedy.

(4) It is an accepted principle that the sentiment that claims to
be the principal one in nataka must specifically and systematically deve-
lop through the drama.9

Now, our question is this. What is the real position with regard
to the principal sentiment in the drama? Is the rasa srng'ara or karuna
or some other one ? Before we hurry into a conclusion, the problem
needs to be studied from all points of view. This will also necessitate
the study of the views of all important scholars and that too not only
from just the points of view accepted by them but also or probably only
from the point of view accepted by Bhavabhiiti when he composed this

work for which it has rightly been stated that, mtare ramacarite bhava-
bhutir vlsisyate, 'Bhavabhuti excels and shows his excellent art in the

Vttararamacarita\ Incidentally, the solution o-f this problem will help
us in solving many other problems regarding Bhavabhtui's view of life,

his pessimism or otherwise, art. poetry, dramatic technique, etc.

8. Vide for 1 & 2 above.

9 vibhavanubhavavyabhicaribhuvadrasanispattih, Bharata also N(ityaa$tra VII. 1.

Vide; Dafarupaka, IV. 1. and Sahityadarpatia ill. L
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A brief study of the drama

Getting a clear idea about the controvercy necessitates that we

study in brief the story of Rama as Bhavabhuti has depicted it. The
drama is named Uttararamacarita, 'latter life of Rama', not a very
much inspiring title and not a title that throws light on the problem.
It opens with the act that is one of the best pieces of litarary art and

poetry in Sanskrit, the famous alekhyadarsana, 'the picture gallery
scene.' It is exquisitely beautiful with its lofty poetry and excellent

dramatic effect. This act reveals how Rama very anxiously and care-

fully tries to wipe out the taint of pain and dissatisfaction from the
heart of his beloved Sita, whom he, as the king to be, forced to undergo
the fire-ordeal to prove her purity, on account of the flimsiness of the

people of the world who are difficult to be pleased
10 and wicked with re-

gard to the purify of woman. 11
It is a touching fine picture of mature

love that is unique in its own way in so far as the pair of Rama and Sita
has been the finest and most ideal pair of married love known to Hindu
culture.

11 Rama and Sita in fact embody the best and the noblest that
the Hindu culture can give. In this act, as Rama tries to assure Slra
that he was not at fault for all that he forced on her, Sita states that
she is not sorry for all that has happened and she states that bhavatu,
aryapuira bhavatu. ehL preksamahe tavat te cariiam. This is hardly con-
vincing and poor consolation to Rama who knows that she is not recon-
ciled to the worst of insults that the noblest of women is subjected to
suspicion about her purity of character. Rama tries more and more to
please Sita and treats her in the most delicate and loving way and at
the same time proclaims that

sneham dayam ca saukhyam ca yadi va janaklm apt /

Zffidhanaya lokasya muncato nasti me vyathft //
ls

-I would not experience pain even if I were to sacrifice love, pity friend-
ship nay s

even Janakl for the sake of the pleasure of my subjects"And Sita compliments him for this unique attitude. This clea.ly shows

rovertT- 5? fndsfo -dS^isproudof her husband and

Sha was
' W

10. klistojanah kuladhanair anuranjaniyah, Uttara. 1.14
11. yatha stnnam tatha vacam sadhutve durjano Jonah, ihid. I. 5.
12. The prevailing rasa is karuna or pathos, which has for it, h, i,

not youthful love, which is apt to be tinaed whh ? r
ba=kground love -

betw.sen two souls that have passedI thmlt T t

Sensuallt y> but mature love

Hiriyanna: S^krt, 5^.^^ chast^g sorrow and suffering',

13. Uttara: 1.12.
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iyam gehe laksmlr iyam amrtavartir nayanayor

asav asyah sparsah vapusi bahulas candanarasah /

ayam b'dhuh kcnthe sisframasrno mauktikasarah

kirn asya na preyo yadi param asahyas lu virahah //

u

eShe is the Goddess of my house, a streak of nectar to my eyes, this

her touch is deep annointment of candana-rasa to my Iimbs
3
this hand

round the neck is cool and smooth like a pearl-necklace,' and it is,

therefore, quite natural for Rama to fee] that 'what is not to my heart's

delight in her case if ever seperation could become bearable
5

. 'When

Rama expresses these deep sentiments of his heart, he is hardly ever

conscious of the sorrow that is just to follow. The picture of Slta

supported by the loving hand of Rama is a picture of love par excel-

lence,
15 more so when Rama's heart, seated in his extremely delicate

eyes expresses the above mentioned sentiments. He is prepared for

anything but separation and the consequent sorrow and alas, separation

and sorrow follow just at a time when Slta is in an extremely delicate

condition of advanced pregnancy and the time when she needs the care,

love and caresses of her lover the most'. 16
It also shows that in even

the mature love of Rama and Slta something is lacking
11

. Ins a grave

limitation on the part of Rama that he failed to convince Slta about the

necessity of the fire ordeal and also on the part of Slta that she fails to

understand Rama and she feels pricked and deeply wounded in the

heart and is not easy to reconcile, even though she knows the vrata of

Rama about the pleasure of the people that he ruled. The sorrow and

misunderstanding between Rama and Slta deepens with Rama now

discarding Slta even without caring to tell her. The scene in the first

act is thus purely a scene dominated by deep love and attachment and

sweetness and delicacy, over-shadowed by the sorrow already experien-

ced and the sorrow of course due to love and the misunderstanding that

is to follow shortly. It shows that Rama and Slta have as yet to reach

that stage of love in which even a shadow of suspicion would not be

allowed to exist in between and there would be the experience of unity,

happiness and blessedness at perfection, Their mutual understanding

in love is not yet perfect. The seed of psychological conflict is thus

sown and the mutual understanding is even greater and deeper when

Slta is discarded again this time in her extremely delicate condition of

advanced state of pregnancy and that too without even caring to tell her

of the real state of affairs as Slta would naturally feel. Thus, in the

14. ibid. 1.38.

15. Vide : Rama's words in verses ibid. I. 34 to 38.

16. ibid. L 43 & II. 10.

17. Hiriyanna : op. cit. ref fn, 12 above.
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first act, even though the poet sows the seeds of the sorrow that is to

follow, he clearly and specifically wants that the love between Rama
and Sita should develop to the heights that it has not as yet scaled.

Love is the theme that dominates and not karuna.

There follows a gap of six years and we now learn about the birth

of two sons to Sita and how they grew up at the hermitage of the sage

Valmiki, how Sita has been separated even from them and has now been

taken to the nether world. Then conies Rama to kill the sudra sage

Sambuka for the sake of a brahmin boy
1* and thus, the prelude to the

situation in the third act is prepared. This act also reveals the deep
love of Rama towards his beloved and tribute is paid naturally by
VasantI to him in these words,

vajrad apt kathorani mrduni kusumad api \

lokottaranani cetamsi ko hi vijnatum arhati Ij

'Who can ever fathom deep into the secrets of the extraordinary hearts

of noble persons, who are at heart harder than vajra and milder than

flowers?' The act reveals that Rama failed to explain to Sita the rea-

sons why he was sending her way. He has failed her in his love for the

second time. The situation, already overshadowed by sorrow and

pathos, is again pervaded by further sorrow.

The third act shows to us the eternal picture of Rama the lover,

freely weeping out his heart-bound sorrows; \ve are an eye-witness to

his acute and extremely unbearable sorrow and suffering, that grows

4eeper with all the last associations of his life with Sita in the Dandaka
forest. He is hardly conscious that Sita is a witness to his heart-break-

ing sorrow. He takes her as dead and just at this stage, karuna domi-

nates as per definition of the karuna in the works on dramaturgy.
2*

We quite sympathise with Rama and quite suffer his sorrow in our own

heart, when he opens his heart, he smells Sita, is soothed by her sweet

touch. It is truly stated that one who does not weep with Rama and Sita

in the third act must be either a god or an animal but definitely not a

human being. But we sympathise greater with Sita and weep more with

her. She is more or less broken because she has suffered very painful and

insulting separation from her husband and also from her sons for years.
Here is the illustration of the wife of Lord Rama, who is all alone in the

world, without consolation of the lover or the smooth touch and care of the

18. fambuko nama vrsalah prthivyam tapyate tapah \

tirsacchedyah sa te rama tarn ha'tva jivaya dvijam , / Uttara, II. 8.

19. ibid. II. 7.

20. Sahityadarpana, III. 222-225;

Datampaka* IV. 81-82; Natyadarpana, III. 14.
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sons that should really be on her lap. She weeps again and again and

weeps now and then. She grows unconscious again and again. With all

this the nobility of her and the glory of her character are in this that she

at this stage worries more about her sorrowing husband and less so about

her poor self. What-a tragic state she is in that she who suffers so much

has to console her lover. She is thus overcome by love even in sorrow and

the ruling sentiment in her case is love. She becomes an eye-witness to

her husband's suffering and naturally is deeply touched by it. The scar

in the heart is healed. 21 Rama's tears, sighs and sorrows and sufferings

have worked a wonder drug. Sha's love rises to the highest heavenly heights.

The picture is that again of love though of course overshadowed by sorrow.

From artistic points of view it seems that the drama has attained

to its culmination in this act and also that it should find a natural end-

ing in the act that is to follow. But Bbavabrmti is not satisfied by the

pictures of sorrow and pathos that he has created. He gives more and

more pictures of sorrow and the actual culmination of the development

of love in the third act comes only in the seventh act.

The fourth act shows to us the very unhappy and humiliated

mother Kausalya, the most unfortunate mother Prthvi, the aggrieved

and complaining Janaka and the reconciling Arundhali - all in the

hermitage with the atmosphere of love and sorrows of Rama spreading

all round. Particularly pathetic is the picture of Janaka whose stead-

fastness as a '.sage has been shaken to the very roots and also that of

Kausalya who, as the mother of Rama naturally feels humiliated by the

rash act of her son, more so in the august presence of Janaka, the

father of Sita".

Without being detained in the fifth act in which Bhavabrmti

shows his mastery over the vira-rasa and which at the most prepares the

ground for the arrival of Rama in the hermitage, we pass on to
the^sixth

act. In this act, Rama comes to the hermitage of VaJmiki in his

pu$paka-vim<fna. He has his first look at Lava. The very first look at

21. Vide- mohitusmaitairGryapiitravacanaih, Uttara. III. 33;

etenaryaputrasya durvaradZrm&rambhena dithkhaksobhena parimusitanijaduhkham

ki*n apt me pramugdham, III. 36;

aryaputra! sa evedanim asi tvarn, IH. 40;

may aiva darimoya vipralabdhah aryapittrah, 111. 42;

aryaputra idinim asi tvam.
'

ahc, utkhltitam me parityZgalajjasalyam orya-

putrena, III. 45;

and _

dhartya sa yaivam uryaputrena bahumanyate. yti cZryGputtam viwdayanty a&L-

nibandhanamjata fivahkasya* HI. 45.

22. Vide. Janaka in act IV. ah ko *yam agnir asmatprasutiparisjdhane*
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each other creates a new and a unique sensation and satisfaction in the

beans both of Rama and Lava. It is a worderful experience for both.

B^ooci relation speaks for itself, moves the very depths of the heart and

allex*ernal sorrow and conflicts get merg d in it. Yes, the writer is

approaching the end and that is the end to make Kama and Sna meet m
the unique fulfilment of love with their sons in the middle. Rama,

without knowing Lava and Kusa, experiences that they are his >ons.

Some of the verses from the work of Valmiki are reciud by Kus.i

and Slta is remembered, nay enlivened in their midst. This is a natural

approach to the seventh and the last act.

In the seventh act, Va'miki, the poet who sang the very sad song

of the life of Rama, t*tkes hold of the situation. Some part of his poem
on Rama, remained unpublished." The same gets publicity today in ihe

presence of Rama, Laksmana, the leaders of the people of Aycdh)5,

the elders and all in the universe. Valmiki now answers the question:

what happened to Sira after Laksnana left h.rin the forest The

situation is now depicted in the form of a garbha-nat ika. The purpose

of ihis play within play is <:o depict the glory of the love of Rama and

SIf5, their sincerity towards each other, their unbearable sorrow, the

unique purify of Slta, and their unique love for each other and all this

is being done to win over ihe people. The queen of Ayodh>a is purity

incarnate and the love of Rama and Slta becomes universalis* d, in

so far as it is now prized as a great treasure by all on earth. \V th the

consent of the people,
25 Rama and Slta as lovers are united for all time

to come.

An Analysis - Eastern Principles

If we were to apply to this drama the Sanskrit principles of criti-

cism, and dramaturgy, it is clear that the principal sentiment in the

23. Vide Lava in VI. 10 and

virodho visrantah prasarati. raso nirvrtighanas tadauddhatyam kvapl vnjati.
vinsyah prahvayati mam. jhatity asmin drste him iva paravan asmi VI 11
Also:"

vyatisajati padarthantarah ko 'pi hetuh

no khalu bahir upadhin pfitayah sarnsrayante / VF. 12.

24. Vide :

Lavah : nayam kathapravibhago 'smabhir anyena va ^rutapurvah.
Janakab : kim na pranita eva kavina.

Lavah : pratfito na prakasitah.

25. Vide Laksmana in act VII : evam aryayamndhatya nirbhartsita paurajanapadah
krtsnas ca bhutagramah aryam namaskurvanti. also /^rundhati in VII 19*-
jagatpateramacandramyajayayatha dharmam priyam
hiranmayyah pratikrteh pitnyaprakrtim adhvare.
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drama is srngara and not kan na. This is so in spite of all ihe excesses

of the sentiment indulged into by Bhavabhuti with re ference to kan*na

and also in spiie of the fact that in his definition of natjka in the

eighteen ih chapter of his Natyasaslra, Bharata has not insisted upon
the srngara and the kari*na btcormng the principal sentiments and even

Natyadji-pana does not refer to this.
2 ' The karunxrasa, wnh all its

excesses is just a supporting rasa that helps markedly universalising the

love of Rama and SLa and thu> paving the way for their final union,

not only because they kteniy de^iie it, but also bt cause the whole wor'd

is made to desire it. The five stages of the development of the plot
5 *

of the drama develop through the first, second, third, fifth and the

seventh acts. The sandhi are aho broadly preserved. There is a

specific development of the sentiment of love through the play and all

the stages of it in the form of vibhava, anubhava* sancaribhava and the

external depiction of the rasa can be traced through right up to the final

reunion that clearly shows that the dran a er.ds in a comedy. Only that

rasa, that develops specifically and clearly through the diffeient stages

deserves to be known as the principal sentiment and this will establish

the claims only of the srngara- rasa The definition of kan>na insists on

the death of the lov^d person
30 and even though Rama takes Sita as

dead, actually it is vipralambha-^rhgara in his case also and he is made
to experience the smoothenir.g touch of SLa and of course for Sita the

sentiment is vipralambha-srhgara. The development of the sentiment of

love is through these stages :-

(Ij In the beginning, Sita is not reconciled about her insult in

form of the fire-ordeal; Rama has failed to convince her about it and

there is a great misunderstanding and sorrow on either nde. Their

minds are not fully clear towards each other.

26 Vide :

nrpatinam yac contain nanarasabhavacestitam bahudha j

sitkhadithkhotpattikrtam bhavati hi tan natakam n&ma // IS. 12.

27. Vide: I. 15.

28. avasthah panca karyasya prarabdhasya phalarthibhih I

arambhayatnapruptyaSa niyataptiphallgnmZlj //

29. vibhavanubhavavyabhicaribhavad rasanispatr'h.

30. istavadhadartanat ya vipriyavacanasya sarnsravot yapi /

ebhir bhavavisesaih karunaraso nZma satnbhavati / / NZtyasastra, VI. 62.

istanasad anistaptau bokltma karuno 'nu tarn / DaSarupaka, IV. 81.

istariitad anistapteh karunakhyo raw bhavet '

Sahityadarpana, III. 222.

rnrtyubandhadhanabhramasapavyasanasambhavah /

O) bhinayas tasya 'baspavaivarnyanindanaih // Natyopdarpana* III. 14.
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tl\ This is followed by all efforts on the part of Rama to recon-

cile her and her sincere efforts to be reconciled. But both seem to fail.

(3} This is followed by another insult on Sita in form of her

abandonment in deep jungle in her extremely delicate state of advanced

pregnancy that aggrevates her sorrow and dissatisfaction.

(4) Sita witnesses the sorrows of Rama and his deep pangs after

six years and that reconciles her fully and now naturally the hero and

the heroine have come nearer to each other,

(5) This is followed by Rama coming into contact with Lava and

Kusa and this is followed by his keen sense of the feeling that Sita

lives and with the universalising of their love, they finally reunite and

get the blessings of all.

It is notable that Bhavabhuti has made a change in the original

by bringing about the reunion of the hero and the heroine. This is to suit

the needs of nataka that is expected to have vira or srngara as the

principal sentiment as per the definitions laid down by Visvanatha 51 and

Dhanailjaya/'
2 and these are the definitions followed by all the drama-

tists. The hero seeks reunion with the heroine and his efforts are ulti-

mately fruitful.

Analysis according to Western Principles

Even if we were to apply the western principles of criticism and

tragedy, which do not oppose the principal place being given to the

katuna in the drama, the fact remains that the series of sorrovvful

scenes in the play on one side and the series of sighs and flows of tears

and faintings of Rama and Sita and others in all glory and beauty, do
not develop systematically the karuna to make it the principal senti-
ment in the drama. A series of incidents of pathos without any inter-
connection cannot make the drama a tragedy nor can they give the

proud place of becoming the principal sentiment to karuna in the

Unararamacarita. It is not our intention to undermine the importance
and g;ory of the kar^na-rasa in the play and all the fine pictures of
karttna that the poet creates. The fact still remains that both for
Rama and Sita as also for the rest of the world, love of the hero and the
heroine is the predominant sentiment in the play and from artistic point
of view, this is well done. Karuna has become only a means to an end,
In case of Rama and Sita it has brought about perfect reconciliation
of their minds, hearts and souls, while in case of the subjects, it has
made them realise the genuineness of their love and also the 'purity and

31. Vide: fn. 1 above.

32. Vide: fn. 2 above.
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hastily of SIta. Suffering on the part of Rama and SIta has ennobled

and sublimated to the highest their love. The specific development of

karttna that we might find in the tragedies of Shakespeare, for example,

in Macbeth, Othello and Hamlet will not be found here.

If it had been a Tragedy

Matters would perhaps have been a little different if the drama

had ended in a tragedy. If SIta had been made to disappear inside

the heart of mother earth, as it happens in the Ramayana, it would

have been a just criticism of the fickleness of the people of the world.

We might have realised how tragic the attempt to please the people of

the world is, sorrowful is the vow of the service to the people. It would

have revealed to us the very sad fact that with all their greatness of love,

the world was too small and fickle for SIta to live in. It would have

suggested to us the very painful reality that the world measures great

and noble minds too on its own very small, poor and fickle scales. It

would have made us realised that the love of Rama and SIta was too great

for the world to own. This tragic picture might have given the covetted

place to the karuna as Bhavabhuti desired it, of course in a flow of

excessive sentiment in which his steadfastness as a writer has dis-

appeared and he is carried away with the excessively heavy pathetic

situation that he has created. It would also have on the other side added

glory to the love of Rama and Sita towards each other. It would have

rightly made them the very super human towering, beings that they

actually are. This might have been karuna the principal sentiment.

If this could be possible it would have made a very sad reflection on the

fact that the world is too small mentally and emotionally for great minds

to live in. And who can deny that this would have been a more natural

end to the drama? But that was not possible for Bhivabhuti who had not

the courage to improve upon or to go beyond the rules and limitations laid

down by Bharata. He had not the courage to depart from rules and

conventions; he had not the courage to widen the scope of the rules of

drama and to make these more fruitful to the realities of life and enrich

them thereby. Sanskrit dramas know of atleast two dramas, the Utrara-

ramacarlta and Mrcchakct\ka that are formed in their story in such a

way that even a stray reader feels that the more natural end of either

is tragedy and not comedy. The comedy in the Uitararamacarita is

purely dependent upon the will of the people, vho might change even

in the future, making thereby the comedy of the drama not a comedy

for all time to come; the comedy of the Mr.chakctlka is dependent upon

accident of time and the will of the new king and the end is unnatural.

But, one fact stands that even if Bhavabhiiti could have made a tragedy

of this drama, he would have positively been required to make several
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changes in the plot, to make it one that possesses of karuna as the

principal sentiment. It is clear that in the play as it stands at present,

if the end had been tragic, it would have projected the vipralambha-

srngara all the more effectively as the principal sentiment, in spite of

the fact that with this play as a tragedy, the extreamly pathetic situations

at several places in the work would have become more effective arid

clear and fruitful.

Eko rasah karuna eva

Kane/
3

Ghanashyam,
s *

Bhatt/
5 Umashankar Joshi sfi and many

others have based their arguments regarding the karuna being the

principal sentiment in the drama on Bhavabhuti's own sta'ement :

eko rasah karuna eva vivartabhedat

bhlnnah prthak prthag ivasrayate vivartan /

avartabudbudatarangamayan vivartan

ambhah yatha salilam eva hi tatsamastam // (III 47)

Raja
31 too follows more or less the same lines. Karmarkar is critical

but not very clear on the point. And after we have discussed the

whole matter, there still remains one question to be answered. Did

Bhavabhuti, who makes this statement, really believe that the karuna
is the principal sentiment in this drama? Did he actually intend to

make the karuna the principal sentiment? As a follower of Sanskrit

dramaturgy, he knows his job very well. He knows that if he were
to follow the foot-steps of Kalidasa, and also follow conventions,
karuna could not become the principal sentiment. And if he had the

33. 'We may regard him as saying: The underlying sentiment throughout this

drama is karuna. At times it may appear at first sight that the main sentiment
is Angara or vira; but that is only an appearance; the reality i- that even
there it is karuna that is the main underlying sentiment'. Notes p. 117.

34. Vide his comments on III. 47: atra kanmarasa evanyarasatvenapi partnatai iti

phalito 'rthah.

35 Vide his introduction: "If the feeling of pathos were to be related to the uni-
versal experience of humanity, it would certainly appear that pathos underlies
all experiences", p. 35

36 Vide the section 'Rasanirnaya' in his introduction to his Gujarati edition.

37. "This deep note of the pathos continue throughout the drama, till in the end
everything is resolved", Survey ofSanskrit Literature, p 188.

38.
"InactII1.47,^BhavabhUti

describes the sentiment of pathos as the main or
important sentiment dominating all other sentiments which are helpful in
heightening the karuna sentiment. This cannot be said to be true in respect
of al! poetical compositions. It fits in with the episode in Uttara."

Bhavabhuti. p. 64.
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courage to set down the new conventions, he intended to establish the

kan.ni as the principal sentiment. In this ca^e, we will come to the

conc'usion that the karuna could not have become the principal senti-

ment in spite of Bhavabhuti. But, aotually we should know the mind
of Bhavabhuti the artist before we probe into this problem further.

From the literary point of view, Bhavabhuti is a poet whose outlook

on life is rather pessimistic and consequently highly idealistic, i.e.

he expects too much from m^n and women of the world. Unlike

Kasidasa whose basic approach is 'Art as an escape into life
9

,
Bhava-

bhiiiVs approach is 'Art as an escape from life.' On the other side, he

is Buffering from a great ambition. He wants to become an equal of

Kalidasa. He, therefore, follows KalidsUa's pattern of nataka, makes

srng'dralhs principal sentiment and again, he partly shows his origina-

lity by his peculiar selection of the story that willsuithishighest

idealism and by creating a series of events of pathos in the midst of the

deep attachment of love. He has given to us some of the finest state-

ments on love" and what part it plays in the life of lovers and men in

general. But the most important question to be answered with this

probing into the mind of Bhavabhuti is this: Doeb he really and

seriously believe that karuna is the only rasa in literature and, therefore,

it is the principal one in this drama ? It does not need too much of an

argument to prove that even though Bhavabhuti is a very great poet, he

is not still a perfectly steady and self-confident artist with very clear

views on literary attainment. He normally goes to excesses and therefore

sometimes, his situations of srngara border on vulgarity and some of his

descriptions become unpardonably long and tedius. Unfortunately

Bhavabhuti is not an artist whom we can call one far above his creation.

He is normally prone to be carried away by the emotionalism of the

situation created by him." We naturally expect of a great artist

that that he remains far above and naturally greater than his

creation and that he shall not be carried away by the pathos of the

situation that he has created. The creator shall always be greater than

39. Vide verses V. 17; VI. 12; 1.39; VI. 38; IL 19; III. 17; 1.38; 1.34; 1.35;

I. 36, etc.

40. This has actually happened at so many places in his Malati-madhava and

Uttararamacarita. That also explains his bitter attack on his critics in the

former play :

ye nama kecid iha nah pruthayanty avajncm

jananti te kim api tan prati naisayatnah /

utpatsyate 'sti mama ko 'pi samanadharma

kalo hy aya niravadhir vipula ca prthvl ; / 1.3.
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creation, then only he will be thePrajapatiof his creation as the famous
words of Agnipurana state.*

1 The present verse coming at the end of the
most pathetic scene in the drama, is yet another illustration of the

failure of the poet to remain steady, he has, as usual gone to excesses
and he has been carried away by the pathos of the situation created by
him. We need not, therefore, take this statement very seriously at the
movement or establish the view of Bhavabhiiti from this a new literary
view or take this as an interesting and important literary truth in which
he very seriously believed or which he seriously followed.

Conclusion

Our conclusion on the matter, therefore, is that exactly as per
the rules laid down by Visvanatha and DhanaSjaya, in this play also

srngaraof the vipralambha type is the principal sentiment and the famous
verse of Bhavabhuti on which the other views of scholars are based, is

just an outburst of emotionalism that he might have disclaimed in his
saner movements.

41 . apare kavyasamsare kavir ekah prajapatlh /

yatka vairocatc visvam tathaiva parivart'ate //



Dr. N. SUBBU REDDIAR

VTSNU CULT IN ANCIENT TAMIL LITERATURE *

1. Introduction :

This paper is limited to Crnkan Literature
1

which, according to

tradition, is classified as the Pattu-p-pattu (the Ten Idylls) and the

Ettu-t-tokai (the Eight Anthologies}, Tinikkuril and Cilcppaiikaram-

an epic belonging to a slightly later period
2 also are taken into account

in this discussion. The worship of Visnu receives a significant treat-

ment in these works though they were not mainly intended to deal with

religious matters. These works contain references not only to the

concept of the deity concerned but also to the cult of temple worship

and the philosophical and religious settings which formed the back-

ground of such worship.
8

2 References to the Deity

2. (1) The Cankan classics refer to the worship of Tiruir.al

(Visnu)*, Krsna 5

,
and Baladeva.

6 The verse in Purananuru collection
1

* Paper presented to the 25th session of the All-India Oriental Conference held

in Calcutta in October, 1969.

1. The majority of classics so far available are assigned to the Pre-Christian

periods by Tamil Scholars.

2. Second Century : A few scholars like Prof. S, Vaiyapuri Filial brings this epic

to the age of Pallava supremacy.

3. Subramanya Sastri, P.S. : Cahkawlkalum Vainkaniarkkamum (1951), pp.46

to 59.

4. Tirumurukarrup-patai (TMRP), //- 12, 151, 164-65;

Psrumpanarrup-paiai (PRMP), //. 29 to 31, 402 to 404;

Mul1ai-p-pa\tu (MLP), //. 3 & 4; Matitr,ii-k-kanci (MFKi //. 591 & 592.

Kali-t-tokai(KUT), 105, 119, 124 & 127; Paripltal {PRP), 1, 2, 3, 4, 13; & 15.

5. Purananuru (PRN), 56, 53, 174, 201 & 378; Akananuru (AKN), 59 & 175; KLT 134.

6. ibid. 56; KLT. 26, 36, 104 & 105.

7. ibid. 56
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includes Krsna and Baladeva, along with Siva and Subrahmanya, as the

four controlling deities of the Universe. This irrefutable evidence

that among the gods commanding worship as supreme deities along with

the Saivaite pair, is indeed of great significance. The theme 'Puvainilai',

as it is called in Purattmai-Iyal :
aims at the identification of a ruling

monarch witfc one of the principal deities of the Hindu Pantheon,

namely Brahma, Visnu and Siva/ Loyalty to the patron had ever been
an admirable trait of the Tamils from time immemorial and
there are instances where the king is likened to God, Verily the king
is a protector of the prople in the same way as Tirumal or Mayon is the

protector of the Universe. The Purananuru verse under reference is

a fine illustration of the point. Krsna and Baladeva are referred to

in another place where a Cola and a Pantiya are together praised as

looking line these gods.
9 One verse in Akananuru refers to the story

of Rama 10 and another verse of the same work kuravai-k-kuttu (rasa-
dance) of Krsna 11

. The verse in Kali-i-tokai mentions the victory of
Krsna over the wrestlers and his slaying of them. 12

2. (2) Apart from these stray references Paripatal contains six

poems in description of Visnu. 15 These are intended 'to describe the
character of Visnu as a diety and have no more definite object of des-
cribing the Bhagavata or any other cult as such. Even so the descrip-
tion of Visnu as given in the two poems

11

by one Katuvan Ilaeyinahar
follows closely rather the description of Visnu as supreme in the pinca-
ratra texts and Narayanlya of the Mahabharaia as well. Another poem
in the same work by one Ilamperuvalutiyar

15 makes a special mention of
Krsna and Baladeva as the deities installed in Tirumaliruncolai This
fact could be confirmed beyond doubt by references in the ancient Tamil
Grammar Tolkappiyam where it is stated that the presiding deity at
Mullai (pastoral) tract is Mayon (Tirumal) and it is significant that He
is mentioned first in the siitra" It has already been pointed out that
the king was compared with Tirumal. The ethical literary work
TirukkuraJ contains two references to this deity.

17

8. Tolkappiyam (TLK) 3.2:5, //. 9 & 10.

9. PRN. 58.

10. AKN. 70.

11. ibid. 232.

12. KLT134.

13. PRP. 1,2,3, 4, 13 and 15,

14. ibid. 2, 3.

15. ibid. 15.

16. TLK. 3,1: 5; cf. ibid. 30,

*
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2. (3) In Cilappadikaram there are a number of references to the

temples of Krsna and Baladeva in the Cola capital Kavirippumpattinam
and the Pantiya capital Maturai alike 18

. One of the early shrines in the

far south is Tirumaliriicolai 19 which finds mention in this epic along
with Tiruvarankam 20 and Tirupati

11 as places holy to Visnu. These refe-

rences establish beyond doubt the prevalence of worship of Krsna and

Baladeva all over the Tamil land in those periods.

3. Concept of the Deity :

3. (1) Many references in these works especially Paripatal go to

form a clear concept of the Deity. The Lord has a divine and auspicious
form. The conch and discus are His weapons adorning the left and right

hands respectively. The former when blown by Him causes horror to

all His foes. 22 He is ever wearing the garland of tulasi He reclines

on a couch of Adisesa" and is to be found generally in the milky ocean. 31

Laksmi dwells in the chest 26 of Him who is her Husband. 11 The precious

stone Kaustubha adorns His chest. His garment is golden in colour. 1*

These are the marks belonging to Him and serve to distinguish Him
from other deities. These also show that He has a divine and auspicious

form which could not be described correctly
so but on that account He

is not left undescribed by people, who, on the other hand, describe

Him in such expressions as are poor and inadequate and do not have

actual relevance to Him. 81 For instance, though Krsna, the Lord, is

conceived as having two arms, He is in reality having innumerable arms."

Here lies His ineffable grandeur. The devotees request Him not to

ignore their praise and prayers, but to accept them and bless them not

minding their littleness." Garuda is His vehicle5 * and His emblem marks

His banner. ss

Is! CLP. 1 : 5, //. 163 to 173; ibid. 2 : 14, 11. 7 to 10.

19. ibid. 2: 11, I. 91.

20. ibid. 2: 11, //. 35 to 40

21. ibid, 2: 11, //. 41 to 51.

22. PRP. 2, //. 36-40.

23. ibid. 13, /. 60.

24. ibid.l // 1 & 2.

25. ibid. 13, //. 26 to 29.

26. ibid, I,//. 3& 9.

27. ibid. 3, /. 90.

28. ibid. 1, //. 9& 36.

29. CLP. 2. 11. /. 50; PRP. 1. II 10& 56; ibid. 3, /. 88; ibid. 13. //. 1 & 2.

30. PRP. 13, //. 46-49.

31. ibid. 4, //. 1-5.

32. ibid. 3, //. 35-45.

33. ibid. 1, //. 34-36.

34. CLP. 2 : 17, /. 28; PRP. 3 /. 60.

35. PRP. 1, /. 1 1; ibid. 2, /. 60, ibid 4. //. 36-48; ibid. 13, //. 38-39; PRN. 56, /. 6;

ibid. 58, /. 14.
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3. (2) The Lord possesses innumerable auspicious qualities. He is

the embodiment of k?p3. He is Himself dharma (righteousness). He is

the sacrifice! of those who are incapable of treading the right path. He
is the pain of those who are opposed to His ways. His words never

fail in their import just as day and night follow each other without fail;

His patience is like that of the earth; His grace reaches one and all

without any partiality as the cloud impregnated with water. 51

3. (3) The four vyuhas of PaiTcaratra school find references in these

works. Vasudeva is held to be dark in complexion having red eyes,

Ssnkarsana to be white with black eyes, Pradyumna to be red and
Aniruddha green." The popularity of the Paicaratra cult during the

centuries before the birth of Christ is attested by a reference to the

temples of Krsna and Baladeva already cited above.

3. (4) Among the divine descents of Visnu those of Kurma,"
Varaha, Narasimha,

40
Vamana, Baladeva and Krsna are treated. While

those of Kurma, Narasimha and Rama 41 are dealt with in brief refer-

ences, those of Varaha" and Vamana" get special attention; but Krsna's
descent has a more detailed treatment. Visnu's greatness as the saviour
of mankind receives attention in the descents of Varaha and Vamana.
Balarama is often associated with Krsna.

3. (5) One peculiarity that is noticed in these works is that copious
references about Krsna are found. He is mentioned as the tender child
of Yacotai." His playing on the flute is felt as rapturous and fascinat-

ing by the gopis." He is said to play on vina also.
46 Some of his deeds

are said to be mysterious and are stated to be incomprehensible. For
example, the Lord who could use the serpent Vasuki as the rope for

churning the milky ocean become Himself fit to be bound by Yacotai
with a rope.

47 Visnu was not hungry, but devoured the world. However,
he ate butter with avidity as though he was very hungry. He used his
feet to measure the entire world, but had to use them in greater
frequency when He went to the city O f Kauravas as a messenger of the
~36. ibid. !. //. 37-40

~ ~ ~~
'

37. ibid. 4, //. 25-27.

38. ibid. 3, //. 81-82.

39. CLP. 2 : 12, /. 58.

40. PRP. 4, //. 11-21.

41. AKN. 70; PRN. 378; MNM. 17, //. 9-14; ibid 5 / 37
42. PRP. 2, I. 16: 3, /. 24; 13, /. 36.

43. CLP. 2 : 17, //. 34, 35; 1 : 6, /. 55.

44. CLP. 2:16, //. 45-46.

45. ibid. 2 : 1, 1. 2- ibid, 27, //. 18-19.
46. PRP. 3, /. 86.

47. CLP. 2 : 17, /. 32,
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Pandavas.
48 These show that He being mayotf* or mayavarF* could

introduce mysterious activities in His own deeds. There are also refe-

rences to the incidents like taking away the garments of the gopis*
1

driving the chariot of Arjuna,
52

killing the demon Vatca 5s and hiding the

sun with discus
5
*.

3. (6). Krsna married Nila, the daughter of Kumbha, the brother

of Yacotai. 55 Tamil literature has introduced a new person Nappinnai

by name 66 and made her play a prominent role in the life of Krsna.

She takes the place of Nila in these classics. Krsna and Baiarama

had many exploits in the Gokula during which they stood on each side

of Nappinnai and danced. They changed their positions and danced

again. Narada is said to have written the work Narada-siksa treat-

ing the ffila according to which they danced. 57 When Krsna was

sporting in the waters of Yamuna with the gapis, He took cut the brace-

let from one of them and made them all feel unhappy
5
*. Krsna is stated

to have danced whenever there was some activity in which He was

engaged. For instance when He broke the tusk of the elephant Kuva-

layapida, He danced. And this dance is called alliyam** He played

kuta-k-kuttu dance when He went to fight with Bana. 60

3. (7). Baiarama is considered to be one of the avataras of Visnu

and He is quite often treated as having the same status as that of

Krsna 61
. He is described to have had the emblem of the elephant in

his' banner and a single ear-ornament. 62 The paradox in the case of

Krsna and Baiarama is that Krsna is held to be the younger brother of

Baiarama. But he is very ancient and much older. Really He is

between the ancient and the modern. The only way knowing Him is

through the Vedas." The paradox that arises here proves only that

48. ibid. 2: 17, //. 32-34.

49. PRP. 15, /. 33.

50. CLP. 2: 17, /. 14-15, 27-28.

51. ibid. 2: 17, /. 23.

52. ibid. 2: 17, /. 34.

53. ibid. 2: 17, /. 19.

54. ibid. 2: 17, /. 26.

55. Cf. Garudaparana-Uttarakanda, ch. 19.

56. CLP. 2: 'l7, //. 14-16, 24.

57. ibid. 2: 17, //. 25-36.

58. ibid. 2: 17, //. 23-24.

59. ibid. 1: 6, //. 46-48.

60. ibid. 1: 6, //- 54-55.

61. PRP. 1, //. 3-5.

62. ibid. I,/. 5.

63. ibid. 2, //. 20-27.
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He is the essence of everything
64 and so He could present Himself any-

where, at any time and in any form He chooses.

3. (8). Among the area forms the deities at Tirumalai, Tiruvarankam,

Tirumaliruncoiai and Tiruvanantapuram are referred to. Tiruvarankam

(Sri Rangam) is the holy place on the island created by the branching of

the river Kaviri. The deity there is reclining on the serpent couch.*'

Tirumalai which marks the northern limit of the Tamil country is the

hill of Visnu66
abounding in many streams. The deity in the temple

on the hills is Visnu the ornaments on whose person are referred to as

dazzling in appearance. The sun and the moon are described as the

discus and conch of the Lord. The Lord appears like a blue cloud

with the sun and moon shining on each side, lightning playing the part

of a new garment. He is in the standing posture.
67 Visnu lies on the

serpant couch at Tiruvanantapuram
6 * which is also known as Atakama-

tam. The Lord takes His abode anywhere. He chooses His abode

beneath the banyan or katampa tree or in the island formed between

the two branches of a river. He may choose the hill or the form of

any other deity. He is present everywhere to carry out the wishes of

His devotees and keep them in the path of their duties.
69

Paripatal

mentions a temple for Visnu very near to Maturai. 70 The place which is

also known as Kulavay has also a temple for Adisesa. 71 The place is

also known as Iruntaiyur
72 which is identified by Prof. M . Raghava

Ayyengar to be the temple oFKfitalalakar in Maturi. 73

3. (9). The concept of antaryamin has found a place in these

works. The Lord is present in the hearts of His devotees. He is ever-

cherished by them. 7 *

Yet, the devotees do not correctly know Him

although He is exquisitely described in the Upanisads as having the

highest qualities and accomplishments.
75

4* Supremacy af the Deity :

4.(1). The Lord is supreme, in every way and has no equals. There

64. ibid. 2, /. 20. Vide Parimelalakar's commentary on this line.

65. CLP. 1: 10, /. 156, 2: 11, //. 35-40.
66. ibid. 1: 6, /. 30- 1: 8, /. 1, 2; 2: 11, /. 41.

67. ibid. 2: 11 ,//. 41-52.
68. ibid. 2: 26. /. 62; 30, /. 51

69. PRP. 4, //. 66 - 73.

70. Paripatal Tirattu, 1, //. 1 - 6.

71. ibid, l', //. 60 -'64.

72. ibid. I,/. 5.

73. Araycci-t-tokai, pp. 241 - 244.

74. PRP. 3, /. 84.

75. ibid. 4, //. 57-65,
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are many references in these works to this aspect of the Lord. Visnu
is mentioned as the foremost among gods.

76 He is often referred to as

the pre-eminent deity spoken of in the Vedas" which reveal His great-

ness,
"
R and make Him known. He is beyond the faculties of apprehen-

sion even for sages whose intellect is perfected by constant meditation. "

He is not only greater than the gods but also the demons. He is neither

the friend nor the foe of any one. His impartial attitude is thus

revealed towards all living beings/

4 (2) The Lord is the moon and the sun; He is Siva, the god of

destruction; He is Brahma, the god of creation; in fact, He is Himself
the very destruction and creation. He is Himself the cloud, akasa,
earth and the Himalayas.

81
It is because that He is everything that He

becomes indescribable. There is nothing outside Him which could be

brought in for purposes of drawing comparison or contrast with Him.

Naturally He is equal to Himself* 2

4. (3) The five elements, the sun, the moon and the sacrifice^ the

five planets other than the sun and the moon, the demons, the twelve

Adityas, the eight Vasus, the eleven Rudias, the Asvins, Yama and his

servants, and the twenty one worlds together with the beings inhabiting
them arise from Yisnu and grow in Him. This is the truth revealed

from the Vedas*z All these represent him. Symbolically, the vast

earth represents His feet, the sea His garment, the sky His body, the

directions His arms and the sun and the moon His eyes.** The depiction
of the sky as His body receives support from the Taiitiriya Upanisad"
This must be the reason for taking the Lord to be blue in colour.**

In a way, this description of the Lord may be treated as lending support
to the relation of self and body (sarira-sariri-bhava) as existing between
Visnu and the world of sentient and non-sentient beings. In fact, He
forms the inner essence of everything."

76. ibid. 13, //. 1 - 13.

77. ibid. 1, /. 13; 2, /. 58; //. 12-27.

78. ibid. I,/. 65.

79. ibid. 3, //. 46-52; 4, //. 1 -
3; PRN. 56, /. 6; 58, /. 14.

80. ibid. 3, //. 54 - 58.

81. ibid. I,//. 41-48.

82. ibid. 1, //. 50-53.

83. ibid. 3, //. 4-14.

84. NRR. invocatory verse.

85. Tain. Up. 1.6: 14.

86. PRP. I,//. 6-7.

87. ibid. 3, //. 63-68.
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4. (4) All the worlds lose their stability and energy day by day and

after aeons, become reduced to a stage when their existence could not

be made out. The sun and the moon also become extinct by then."

Many aeons pass by. After a long time, matter emerges and from it are

produced, in the order, akasa, air, fire, and water, the succeeding one

emerging from the antecedent. Aeons roll by and after a long period

from the water, earth is evolved. The water is then so swaggering that

the earth is on the point of getting fully submerged there. Visnu takes

the form of a boar then and keeps the earth secure. This is one of the

countless sports of Visnu. Visnu is said to have married the earth known
as BhudevL It is humorously remarked here by the poet that this

marriage cannot be happy since his first consort Laksmi is ever present
on His chest.*'

4. (5) He is the father of Brahma,
90 whom he had created for look-

ing after the subsequent creation. As He is the substance itself and its

inner core, He is not living in it nor is there a place beside Him for

others to live in.
81 He is the only Lord who safeguards the twenty-one

worlds in three parts under the umbrella of His grace, dharma being its

handle, 92 The twenty-five realities [tattvas] serve thepuipose of realiz-

ing Him through them. 93 He is the protector of all. The discus adorns

His right hand 9 * in order that He could use it against those who violate

His law. He measured the entire region to wrest it from the demon and

saved it from deluge taking the form of a boar. 95 He took the form of

a swan and saved the earth, with its outstretched wings from the torren-

tial rain of deluge
96

. His ability to vanquish the foes and His brilliance

are found in the sun. Various objects of nature reflect many of His

attributes : His sympathy and splendour in the moon, His tenderness

and the liberality in the cloud, His power of sustenance and patience in

the earth, His fragrance and effulgence in flowers, His exterior appea-
rance and vastness in the sea, His form and voice in the akasa and His

divine descent and disappearance in the air. All these owe their origin
to Him. and exist, as it were, away from Him, but really sustained by
Him. 97

88- ibid. 2, //. 1-4.

89. ibid. 2, //. 28-35.

90. ibid. 3, //. 13-14.

91. ibid. 3, It. 69-70.

92 ibid. 3, //. 73 76.

93. ibid. 3, //. 77-80.

94. ibid. 1, //. 52-53.

95. ibid. 3, // 19-25.

96. ibid. 3, //. 25 & 26.

97. ibid. 4, //. 25-35.
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5. Worship of the Deity :

5. (1) The worship of Visnu is frequently recommended in these

works. 98 Final release from worldly bondage could not be got except

by worshipping the Lord." Devotion to the Lord is to be preferred even

to the correct knowledge that one can get about Visnu and His nature. 100

Worship shall be done only at His feet.
101 One shall wish for the endur-

ing security which the feet of the Lord give.
102 The head of the devotee

shall be bent before and near His feet. A devotee shall do this with his

relatives also. 103 No one shall refrain from worshipping Vismi's feet

which are the source of everything and which are capable of cuttirg the

chain of birth and rebirth.
104

5. (2). The devotees of God shall seek Him for refuge. They
could offer their worship to God even from a distance if they are unable

to reach the place where He dwells. 105
They shall, if it is practicable,

live as near the temple as possible.
106

They shall offer their prayers

to Him by addressing Him as Kesava 107 and Narayana.
108 Even the

gods praise Him as the ancient people did. 109 A devotee shall be free

from self-conceit because of which Garuda was taught a lesson by the

Lord. 110 The ardent devotee feels that he has become fortunate to

share the love of God along with others mainly owing to the good deeds

done by him in the previous births.
111 The ideal yearning of a devotee

of Visnu is brought to light by describing that the devotee would not

feel happy unless he gets the vision of the Lord to serve Him, The

ears shall be taken to have s-erved the purpose of their existence by

listening to the reputed exploits of Visnu who measured the entire uni-

verse in two steps and who went to the forest as Rama along with His

younger brother Laksmara. The eyes fail to be lucky if they do not

behold Him. His hands, feet and mouth. The eyes should keep cast

on Him without even a wink. The only act for the tongue shall be to

praise Him who went to the Kauravas to run an errand to the Pandavas.

98. ibid. 2, //. 5-19.

99. ibid. 2, //. 15-17.

100. ibid. 1, //. 33, 34.

101. ibid. 1, //. 62-55.

102. ibid. I,//. 63-65.

103. ibid. 2, //. 66-77.

104. ibid. 3, //. 1-2, 15-16.

105. ibid. 15, / 35.

106. ibid. 15, //. 64-66.

107. ibid. 3, /. 31.

108. CLP. 2: 17, /. 37.

109. PRP. 3; //. 28 - 30.

310. ibid. 3, //. 59-62.

111. ibid. 13, //. 61-64.
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Visnu is here identified with Yamana, Rama and Krsna in these con-

texts.
112

6. Some original anecdotes:

The Tamil classics contain many anecdotes and descriptions

of the stories of the Ramayana, Mahabharata and Bhagavaia which

could not be traced 10 the Sanskrit sources. Three of them which

relate to the life of Krsna deserve mention here; they are the introduc-

tion of Nappinnai
11 * - the consort of Krsna in Gokulam, Krsna's break-

ing down of the Kurunta tree while taking away the robes of the gopa

maidens who were taking their bath in the Yamuna,
114 and His kuta-k-

kuttu.

7 . Conclusion :

It may, therefore, be concluded that the cult of Visnu as found

treated and referred to in ancient Tamil literature could have come

into being in the Tamil country as a result, perhaps of the influence of

the religious doctrines which are recorded in Sanskrit works. Yet,

the development and treatment of this faith of the hoary past have been

indigenous and exerted profound influence on the unique growth of the

cult which is marked by the erection of the temples most of which are

found only in the regions where the Tamil language is spoken. It is further

noted that the tenets of this faith do not get a systematic treatment and

exposition in these source books but they have left an indelible impression

on the Tamil Vaishnavite saints known as the Alvars who attached greater

importance to the path of devotion than to the other paths. It is not,

therefore, a surprise if the principles of the cult of Visnu as are treated

in these classics gave an impetus to the rise of religious poetry at the

hands of the Alvars.

112. CLP. 2.17:35,36, 37.

113 CLP. 2. 17: 16, 28.

114. ibid. 2. 17: 21; AKN 59 and old commentary.

[15. ibid. 1. 6, II. 54*- 55; V de : Subbu Reddiar, N : Religion and Philosophy ofNala-
ylra Divya Prabhandham with special reference to Nammalvar-Appendix III.



Dr. (Miss) APARNA CHATTOPADHYAY

A NOTE ON THE KACA PROBLEM OF
GUPTA HISTORY

Kaca problem is one of the interesting and still undecided prob-
lems of Gupta history. Historians have worked hard over this

problem and various kinds of theories are forwarded. Some of those

theories are :

1) Kaca was a powerful man who seized the throne having

expelled Candragupta I and issued those coins.

2) Kaca was a rebel who usurped the Gupta throne during

Samudragupta's absence while the latter went to conquer southern India.

3) Kaca was Ghatotkaca.

4) Kaca was Samudragupta himself.

5) Kaca was a brother or relation of Samudragupta and that the

Kaca coins are actually medals struck in the memory of that relation or

brother by Samudragupta.

6) Kaca was Ramagupta.

7) Kaca coins were issued by Samudragupta in the memory of

his grandfather Ghatotkaca.

8) Kaca was a king belonging to a royal dynasty of Southern India.

Out of the above noted eight theories the first three theories can

be rejected if we accept the expert opinion of the numismatists that

the Kaca coins belong to a period later than the period in which the

Asvamedha and the tiger-slaying coins of Samudragupta were issued. 1

The first two theories noted above, are also rejectable on the ground

that a powerful rebel asserting power and assuming royal status would

1. A.S. Altekar: Guptakalin Mudrayen, p. 57.
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have added some epithet to his name signifying his independent royal

position. But in Kaca coins not even sri is added to the name. The

sixth theory is rejected on the ground that available Ramagupta coins

are all copper coins while Kaca coins are gold coins. Secondly it is to

be remembered that historical identification of Ramagupta has not yet

been finally made. Thirdly as Dr. Altekar has pointed out, the name

Kaca cannot be found in any of the Ramagupta coins which are all

made of copper bearing the name Ramagupta. Why should one and the

same person issue gold coins in the name of Kaca and copper coins in the

name of Ramagupta ? As regards the eighth theory, Dr. Buddha-

prakash has not thrown sufficient light on the problem, so that we

could accept the historical value of the hypothesis that one south Indian

king named Kaca, about whom we learn from a cave inscription at

Ajanta issued gold coins which bear marked similarity with Gupta coins

and which bears the legend ending with divam jayati which too was a

practice with the Gupta rulers as we find several Gupta kings having
the same divam jayati legend on their coins. So the probability is that

those were issued by a Gupta monarch and that they should be placed
in a period later than the period when Samudrsgupta issued his

asvamedha and tiger-slaying and also his archer type of coins. Under

the circumstances we are led to the conclusion that those were issued by

Samudragupta and that either Samudiagupta's another name was Kaca
or those were commemorative medals struck by Samudragupta for some

brother or relation who had lost his life in the war of liberation, or

Samudragupta issued them in commemoration of his grandfather
Ghatotkaca. Though there is nothing unusual on the part of a grandson

issuing commemorative medals for a grandfather, the difficulty in

accepting this theory lies in the fact that Ghatotkaca is nowhere glorified

as a great or worthy forefather by his successors. In Gupta records he

is referred to simply as a Maharaja. There is no marked respect showed
to him in the records of his successors nor he is considered to be the

real founder of the dynasty, the credit for which goes to Candragupta I.

It is difficult for us to identify Samudragupta with Kaca, because in

none of the Gupta records not even in Allahabad-prasasti, which gives us

details about the selection of Samudragupta for the throne, and thus

indirectly throws light on his position as a prince, there is any reference

to him as a prince named Kaca. So the only possibility which remains
is that Kaca coins were issued by Samudragupta in the memory of a

dear one. We cannot say nor is there any information if Chandragupta I

had to carry on any serious war-fare against the Kusan rulers of India.

If such was the situation not only a prince named Kaca (if we accept
him as another son of Candragupta I) but Samudragupta also might
have taken an active and useful part. But the Allahabad-prasasti simply
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tells us that he was a worthy son of his father and so the latter nomi-

nated him for the throne. We are not told that h,e helped his father by
his prowess in a war against foreign rulers, the Sakas or Yavanas or

Mlecchas and that victory in such a war helped his cause in getting the

throne from his father. In fact Chandragupta I carved out a kingdom

for himself during the days of political turmoil and confusion following

the downfall of the Kusans. It seems the Kusans were not driven out

of India but they had to go, the reasons for which do not include any

war made against them by north-eastern local rulers including Chandra-

gupta I. So the hypothesis that Kaca was a Gupta prince, probably a

brother of Samudragupta who had lost his life in a Kusan war has

little political or historical standing. Then who can be this prince Kaca

in whose memory Samudragupta might have issued those coins. The

Allahabad-prasasti suggests the existence of a rival claimant for the

throne for Samudragupta. A rival for the throne could be a brother

and we are told that the rival and his adherents all looked sad and

dejected when Samudragupta was selected by Chandragupta I for the

throne. It seems the rival, whoever he might have been, had equal or

perhaps greater claim for the throne. We do not know if there was a

civil war between that prince and Samudragupta. But hints at such a

war, is suggested in the Allahabad-prasasti which seems to emphasize

on the fact that the hero of the bloody exploits, whose glory was sung

in the said prasasti, though not the rightful heir, had the strength of

nomination by the father, in his favour.

It is noteworthy that even by that time when Samudragupta had

firmly established his reputation as a conqueror and had returned from

his victorious campaigns in the southern, central and northern India,

doubts about his legal claim for the throne lingered in the memory of

the people and so his court poet Harisena points out in the very begin-

ning of the Allahabad-prasasti that the strength of his position lay in

the fact that he was nominated by his father. So is it improbable that

Samudragupta, a diplomat as he was, befriended his aggrieved brother

who had probably equal or stronger claim for the throne and issued

coins OD his name?

It has been pointed out by a scholar 2 that the Guptas had a prac-

tice of naming a grandson after the grandfather. So it is possible that

Kaca who was probably the eldest son of Candragupta I, was named Kaca

after Ghatotkaca Gupta and it is worth-noting in this connection that

in the Kaca coins, the name is somewhere Kaca and somewhere Kaca
which can be an abbreviation of Ghatotkaca. So Samudragupta, either

2. Kaca Problem - A Re-examination - by Sibesh Bhattachary*?; Journal of Indian

History, vol. XLV, pt. Ill, December 1967, Serial No. 135.
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in memory of the rival brother Kaca, who had died by the time when
the coins were isssued or was still living, issued those coins which

helped in winning the favour of not only that prince and his family but

also those people at court and in the empire who still had sympathy for

that prince. Besides being a diplomat, Samudragupta was 'soft-hearted'

(mrdu-hrdaya] according to the Allahabad-prasasti So it is possible
that in the corner of his heart Samudragupta had some love and com-

passion for the brother and he, when firmly established on the throne,
issued those medals to please that prince Kaca and his followers and

supporters. Diplomacy and love for power can go with human senti-

ments, and human conscience sometimes gets predominance particularly
in the case of those persons who are made of superior elements, and
who by their exceptional abilities have already achieved their desired
ends.

The fact that both Cakradhvaja and Garudadhvaja are noted in

Kaca coins is also significant. Garudadhvaja was the banner of Simu-
dragupta. It seems Cakradhvaja was a banner of Kaca, which be
carried in his war against Samudragupta. Probably the appearance of
both the types of banners on Kaca coins po

:

nts to the final agreement
reached between the two brothers. Samudragupta, it is possible, on
this occasion issued Kaca coins on which the banners of both are
noticed

We cannot also ignore the fact that according to the Manjusri-
mulakalpa, Samudragupta had an younger brother named Bhasma who
fousht for the throne with Samudragupta. It is quite possible that
Bhasma was another name of Kaca. The final submission of the rival

party to Samudragupta is also hinted at in the Allahabad-prasasii.
The claim of a younger son, however, cannot be strong at all. The
possibility is that Bhasma alias Kaca was the son of another queen of
Candragupta I and that he was a half brother of Samudragupta with
little or no difference in age.

So we can finally say on this knotty problem of Gupta history that
Kaca was a Gupta prince, a half brother of Samudragupta. His an-
o:her name was Bhasma. He, by his birth, had a strong claim for the
throne. Probably both at the court and in the kingdom, there were
people who had strong sympathy for him There was a war between
Kaca and Samudragupta for the throne. Samudragupta was victorious.
Oa his return from his campaigns in different quarters, Samudragupta
first performed the Atvamedha sacrifice and then issued the Kaca coins
which bear both his banner and the banner of Kaca And thus Samudra-
gupta proved before the public the final settlement of his differences
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with his brother Kaca. The submission of Kaca, the position of

Samudragupta as the emperor finally established, and the end of all

differences in the royal house for the throne, and the union between
the two brothers, are all reflected in the Kaca coins, the author of which

was Samudragupta himself as the term sarvarajoccheta on the coins

signify. The data collected and critically studied from the Allahabad-

prasasti, Manjusrl-mulakalpa and the Gupta coins can possibly lead to

such interpretation of facts as given above.
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''The appearances of Natural objects are in themselves

meaningless, the essential thing is feeling."

(Malvich sfcfao>^ Krishnachaitanya: Sanskrit Poetics, p. 16)

c&lb

"Describe not the object, but the effect of it produces. There-
fore a verse cannot be composed of words but of intentions. All
words must yeild to sensation."

(Mallarme &*&>eo77 Sanskrit Poetics, p. 16 &*

. etf
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1. There does not seem to beany reference to drama or abhinaya here in the

expression '-^3^ J^D&tfv. There is a reading ^Si^v* which the

Jayamangala supports." ^^ ^^^ ofAlamk&a Saitra, p. 119.)

20).

Perhaps honesty is responsible for
Udbhata's^ ^

omission of this un-understandable bit." (2 -><>$* ,

^ u, v*
un-understandable bit
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(6.30)

528)

I. "The union and interaction of individuals are based upon mutual glances.
The mutual glance between persons, as distinguished from the sight or obser-
vation of the other signifies a wholly new and unique union between them
The significant fact here is that the glance by which one seeks to percieve the
other itself, one discloses one self. By the same act in which the observer
seeks to know the observed, he surrenders himself to be understood by the
observer.'

1

(Krishna Chaitanya : Sanskrit Poetics, p. 11 ^ Simmel -zr^&7^ Xr>Q
;5oo.)

2. The straight line offers a curious object for analysis. It is not for the eye a
very easy form to grasp. We bend it or leave it. Unless it passes through the
centre of vision it is obviously a tangent to the point which have analagous
relations to the centre. The local signs or tensions of the points m such a
tangent vary in an un-seizable progression, there is violence in keeping to
it; aad the effect is forced. This makes the dry and stiff quality of any long
straight line which the skilful Greeks avoided by the curves of their columns
and entanblatures and the le^s economical barbarians by a profusion of inter-
ruptions and ornaments. (Sense Of Beauty t p . 69)

wo!*

.

BSa
of, o^sa (syinbo1I

Sculpture Stellar Kramansch)
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osp - ePS$ed&bcaD (curves)

"The beauty of material is thus the groundwork of a:: higher

beauty, both in the object, whose form and meaning have to be locked

in some thing sensible and in the mind where sensuous ideas being :nc

first to emerge and the first that can arouse delight."

(Sense of Beauty, p 62]
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FOREWORD

The S. V. University Oriental Research Institute Manuscripts

Library has a collection of more than 15,000 Sanskrit and Telugu manu-

scripts covering almost all the branches of knowledge i- I dian Culture

While sizable works among them are being published as independent
works under S.V. University Oriental Series, some of the smaller but yet

rare and interesting works could not be ignored. So a new feature of

publishing such manuscripts is introduced in 1968 which forms an append-

age to S.V U. Oriental Journal in the name of 'Texts and Studies', Under

that item Gajagrahanaprakara was issued as No. 1 appended to Vol.

VII and Apamnlyapramrinyasadhanam as No. 2 appended to Vol. VIII

of the Journal.

The present work Kamalavilasabhana is being issued as No. 3

under *

Texts and Studies '. This is a critical edition of a Bhana written

by Narayanakavi who is supposed to have flourished in the earlier half

of the eighteenth century. The merits of this work have been very well

brought out by the Editor himself. Works of this class may appear as

very vulgar in expressions if translated into any regional language but

yet they command the approbation of scholarly public because of the

lucid and chaste language used in them.

TIRUPATI,
|

J. CHENNA REDDY,
Dt. 317197L J GENERAL EDITOR.





INTRODUCTION

The Bhana is one of the ten types of the major dramatic compo-
sitions in Sanskrit. 1 This is a one Act play and an artistic monologue.
Only one character appears on the stage throughout supplying the place
of interlocators by means of copious use of akasabhasita (voice in air) 3

i.e. the actor enters into an imaginary conversation with the other un-

seen characters by repeating their speeches and himself answering them.

The Dasarupaka defines the Bhana as a one Act play. The hero

a Vita (usually a helper of the hero in his love affairs in a play like

Nataka) either narrates his own story or the story of others like a theif

or gambler etc. The conversations are in the form of interogations and

answers with the aid of akasabhasita. The sentiment is either srngara

or vlra and the plot is a kalpita. There are only rnukha and nirvahana

junctures and the vrtti is bharaii.* The Sahityadarpana ako gives the

same definition. But in the case of vrtii it says that the bharati is often

found. 8 The word 'often' (H|*K) means that the kaisikl\rtn also is

found rarely.* The bharailvrtti is nothing but the Sanskrit style of

speech adopted by the actor.
5

Vita is a person adept in one branch of learning." which is

explained as the branch like music etc., which is useful in helping the

hero. 1 But the Sahityadarpana depicting him as a good conversationalist

with charming manners makes him a sexually impotent person.
F

Quite

contrary to this we find the Vita in this play loved and selected as a

partner in love by the harlot.

i . 503$ ssrw MPT:

TT ^T n PratSparirdrJyam, III. 2,

2. Datarupaka, III. 49-51, Adyar Ed.

3 ^. sflqor sjujft i Sahityadarpana, VI. 230, Kane's Ed.

4. sn3K rrait, ^ Iftmft ^m *m i ibid, chapt. vi. P. 9s.

5. HRcft ^^W^ ^T ;^TTcrKt TOI^R: \ Dataprupaka, IIL 5.

6. T^ft^ fe: I ibid. III. 9.

fam ^fen i ibid, page, tss.

7.

8 ^Ht^T^rrr^g q?:
r^, in. 4i.
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The word bhana, according to Dhanika is formed by the first and

last letters of the word Bharativrtti-pradhana,
1 a vrtti which is usally

found in this type of play. But to Abhinavagupta the BhZna takes its

origin from the root bhcn,
'

to speak', as it is only one character that is

made to speak through out the play
2

Though these two appear to be

different, they are in fact identical in their import as the bharatlvrtti is

nothing but the verbal expression in a play,

Though the srngara and vira sentiments are allowed, the Manas

usually abound in srngara only. The Bhanas with the sentiment vira

are yet to come to light. The comic element, i.e. hasya is only a sub-

ordinate to the main sentiment.

Narayana Kavi is the author of the Kamalavilasabhana which is

also known as the Ramavilasabhana. His other work is a drama titled

Padukapcttabhiseka in six acts. We understand from these two plays

that he was a native of Anantakrsnapura of the Tanjore district. He was

the son of Srinivasasuri and studied under Venkatarahganatha.

Excepting these facts that he was a scholar and a poet no other

information about him is traceable. His works are not noticed in any
one of the existing catalogues. As the Bhanas in Sanskrit are abundantly
written in seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Narayana also must
have flourished in between these centuries.

The Theme

The theme is very simple. The play as usual opens with a pro-

logue in which an account of the poet and the season arc given. The

place of the action is near about Minakslpura where connoisseurs of

all types gathered for the Chaitra festival of Ramanuja.

After the Prastavana Rasikasekhara, the he<ro, starts the action
with his appreciation of the skill of a certain harlot whom he enjoyed
the previous night, in the science of erotics. He then announces that he
started 10 attend the marriage celebrations of the daughter of Kadam-
barl in the early hours of the day, on her invitation. On his way he
sees the beautifully decorated house of KamamaSjari as suited to the

spring-season and informs Sarika that he could not meet her for a long
time as he was heavily preoccupied. Then, going a few steps further
he observes that his friend Vasantasena talking to the youthful Kanaka-

1. M Kdl5TrOTT^ Icf ^TI^T: Dasarupaka, p. 138.

2. TjssgiMre W^% cfftWW: fep% \ araffer ^ft TT^ftw q?f% *u7: I

Abhinavabharati on VV. 108-9. Ch. XVIII.
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maiijari (Anangamanjari) abandoning her mother KamamaEjarl and

congratulates him on his sagacity in obtaining her with very little effort.

Now he encounters the charming Puspavatika playing on her lute and

praises her beautiful form and music. Next he comes across Madana-
malinl and expresses his desire to enjoy her. But on hearing that

Madhuketu was engaged inside he censures the mentality of the mothers

of the prostitutes who show more respect for the rich though unmatching

ignoring the promising youth. At this stage he observes Candrasena being
threatened by the old mother of Sundaralata. On enquiry he learns the

cause that his friend Candrasena executed a contract with this strum-

pet for one year but the old mother made the girl over to another per-
son in his absence. After effecting a compromise between them, he

again on his way knows that Surasena and VIrasena are fighting for the

sake of MadhavL Hence he proceeds to the spot where Surasena com-

plained to him that he gave one hundred rupees to Madhavi fixing up an

engagement with her but VIrasena enjoyed her by force before his arri-

val. He pacifies both and then finally proceeds to the house of Kadam-
barl. He describes the splended decorations and other arrangements
found at the premises of Kadambari and the eagerness of the people
assembled there for the hand of Kamala. Having understood that they

were all waiting only for him he takes his seat and his joy knew no

bounds when he learns from Salabhanjika that he was selected by
Kamala for her partner. He congratulates himself and the play comes

to an end with a benediction.

Appraisal

The two Works of Narayana that have so far come to us show

him as a trained scholar and a poet. His diction is elegant and is al-

ways unambiguous in expressions. The verse

does not only serve as an example for his clarity but also hints at his

knowledge of rhetorics, reminding us of the arthantarasatnkramita-vacya

variety of dhvani. The verse J|uil~^ 7^RJ3Jf... (47) is an example of his

fertile poetic thought and the verse *R^FT ^P^RTgft.... (54) shows

that he is capable of writing in flowing compounds. He reveals his

keen observations by making striking generalizations such as

T:
; ^^[fe^l^: ^ ^fe>E: and

etc.
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There are also a few instances where Narayana goes against the

accepted connons of grammar etc. For example he uses STJ^fPTcT

(p. 4, /. 7} instead of ^f^frf. A ain in the verse
3F3$ti (42) the word

%f; and its adjective gfRcft do not agree with each other as they

belong to neuter and masculine genders. The authenticity of the word

*%%[ in iu shortened form in the compound ^9^T (verse 48) is also

doubtful. In the matter of metre also he takes liberties. The

words-like ft*p[^T4 (verse 42) and g^fff^^T (verse 43) where a

conjunct consonant like ?T alters the metre depending on the nature

of pronounciation, which is usually not accepted in Sanskrit, are used.

The Lacuna suspected after the verse ^Hft 3FTT ?F^T (verse

30) might be scribal. As this play depicts the characters who are loose

at heals the poet, from their stand-point, is justified in making state-

ments like ^IfFF^^Rrf^r TFF? *T*T3TPr etc.

MS. material

There is only one MS. of this work in our Institute Library :-

Stock No. ... 794 (a)

Material ... Palmleaf

Script ... Grantha
Size ... 43 x 4.4. cms.

Folios ... 10

Lines ... 8

Letters ... 50

Condition ... not bad.

As no other MS. of this work is available with any other MSS.
Library I might have left certain things unnoticed for which I crave the

indulgence of my readers. In this connection I also request them to

correct the words ^d^Ki, H3lf5:, ^fW3^, f^cF^ and 3RTPT; on

pages 2 and 5 as *fMJti, ^"fe: , 3^^, fed 4^ and qgplt respec-

tively.

I now take this opportunity to thank my authorities of the
S.V. University and my Director Prof. J. Chenna Reddy, M.A., Ph.D.,
for their valuable encouragement in bringing this small work into light.

K.S. RAMAMURTI,
EDITOR.
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The following is the list of Sri Venkateswara University publi-

cations available for sale, at prices mentioned against them. S. V.

University Oriental Journal is the only multi-lingual publication. It

contains articles in English, Sanskrit and Telugu. In some cf the

numbers articles in Tamil or Hindi also are published. All the other

works are uni-lingual publications.

S.No. Particulars of the Work Price
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15. A study of Telugu Compounds
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16. A Study of Teiugu Semantics

by Dr. G.N. Reddy, M.A.,ph.D. 1966 4-50

17. The Philosophy of A.N. Whitehead in the light of

Advaita Vedanta of Sankara

by Dr. P. Nagaraja Rao, M.A., Ph.D. 1966 3-00

18. The Values of Shavian Drama

by Dr. S. Rama Rao, M.A., Ph.D. 1966 4-00

19. The Srirangam Temple
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20. Ikshvakus of Vijayapuri

by Dr. M. Rama Rao, M. A,, Ph.D. 1967 9-00

21. Student Performance and Adjustment
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22. Inscriptions of Andhra Desa, Vol. I.
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23. Geometrization of Dynamics
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24. Inscriptions of Andhra Desa, Vol. IT, Part I

by Dr. M. Rama Rao, M.A., Ph.D. 1967 35-00

25. Historical Grammar of Teiugu language with

special reference to old Teiugu
by Dr. K. Mahadeva Sastry, M.A., D.Litt. 1969 20-00

26. Studies in Rural Development
by Dr. D.L. Narayana, M.A. (HOQS.), Ph.D. 1970 7-00
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Ed. by Dr. E.R. Sreekrishna Sarma, M.A., ph.D 1971 7-50

28. A History of Cambodian Independence movement
by Dr. V.M. Reddy, M.A,, ph.D. 5971 g,QQ

29. An Alphabetical Index of Sanskrit, Teiugu and Tamil
Manuscripts (palm-leaf and paper) in the Sri

Venkateswara University Oriental 'Research Insti-
tute Library, Tirupati 1956 10_00
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30. Gajagrahanaprakara of Narayana Dlksiia
Ed. by Dr. E.R. Sreekrishna Sarma, M.A., Ph.D. 1968 2-50
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31, Apaniniyapramanya-sadhanam of Narayana

Bhattapada
Ed. by Dr. E.R. Sreekrishna Sarma, M.A., Ph.D. 1968 0-75

32. Kavyamrtam of SrivatsalaSchana Price

Ed. by Dr. K.S. Ramamurti, M.A., Ph.D. 1971 to be

fixed

33 Kamalavilasabhana of Nariyanakavi

Ed. by Dr. K.S. Ramamurti, M.A., Ph.D. 1971 ,,

TELUGU

34. Thyagaraja's Prahlada Bhakti Vijayam

by Prof. P. Sambamurthy 1965 7-00

TAMIL
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by Dr. R.B, Sarma, M.A. 5
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3. The Annual subscription rates of the S.V.U.O. Journals

are as follows :

1. Inland ... Rs. 10/-

2. Foreign ... 20 Shillings or

2 Dollers 50 Cents.

These Foreign rates apply to all the back numbers also and the

Journal sent post free by Surface mail, but if the party requires it

to be despatched by air-mail, the air-mail charges have to be borne

by the party.

N.B. ;- The annual subscription rates of the S.V. University Oriental
Journal from Vol. XIV of 197J which will be issued in two parts
separately will be as follows :

1. Inland ... Rs . 15/-
2. Foreign ... I & 15 Shillings or

4 Dollars




